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SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW CENTER LAUNCHES ALL-OUT CAMPAIGN AGAINST FREE SPEECH. PAGE 4.

By Mark Anderson

I
n the ongoing “Bundy” trials, as
they’ve come to be known, on
Aug. 22, a jury was unable to con-
vict four defendants who were re-
tried this summer after prosecutors

failed to get a conviction the first time
around. Two of those four, Steven Stew-
art and Richard Lovelien, have been ac-
quitted of all charges and are free men.
O. Scott Drexler and Eric Parker, how-
ever, were acquitted on most but not all
counts and are still in federal custody. 
After languishing in federal prison for

around 18 months like the rest of the de-
fendants in this saga, Drexler and Park-
er have been released to home detention.
Although their retrial saw them formal-
ly acquitted on some charges, it ended
simply with “no verdict” on other
charges: assault on a federal officer and
related firearm charges stemming from
their part in a protest against the at-
tempted seizure of Cliven Bundy’s cattle
during an April 12, 2014 “standoff” with
armed U.S. Bureau of Land Management
agents. 
This means that Drexler and Parker

will be retried on the remaining charges

—for a third time. And the charges are
rather serious. 
Parker is still facing four counts of as-

saulting a federal officer, threatening a
federal officer, using a firearm in a crime
of violence while assaulting a federal of-
ficer, and the same firearm charge to
threaten a federal officer.
Drexler’s remaining charges are as-

saulting a federal officer and using a
firearm in a crime of violence to assault
a federal officer.
More good news is that, amid the hard

reality of having been imprisoned and de-

nied a speedy trial as the Consti-
tution requires, Cliven Bundy—
the patriarch of a family synony-
mous with protesting often
heavy-handed federal land poli-
cies—will finally be going to tri-
al in the same federal court. He’ll
be joined by several other de-
fendants who backed him and his
family at that April 2014 protest,
where some protestors did carry
firearms to exercise their Second
Amendment rights in an open-car-
ry state, yet no shots were fired
in the encounter.
Judge Gloria Navarro of the

U.S. District Court in Las Vegas
set a date of Oct. 10 for jury se-

lection to begin there for the trial of the
second set of defendants, which in-
cludes Cliven and several others.

According to the original court sched-
ule, there were to be three trials. Cliven,
his sons Ammon and Ryan, Internet ra-
dio host Pete Santilli, and Ryan Payne
have long been slated to be the second
trial’s defendants. But due to the most re-
cent developments, Drexler and Parker
will join them in mid-October. 

“This next trial involving Cliven is the
so-called ‘leadership’ trial, as the gov-
ernment sees it,” said legal expert Roger
Roots of Montana, who has attended
nearly every day of the trial. 
Cliven, his two sons, Santilli, and

Payne each face 15 charges generally in-
cluding conspiracy, assault and threats
against federal officers, firearms counts,
and obstruction and extortion. Though
it seems unlikely at this juncture, con-
viction on all charges would ensure life
imprisonment for all. H
——

Mark Anderson is AFP’s roving editor.
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W
hat a world we’re living in to-
day. Since AFP’s founding in
August 2001, we have
watched as a dark net has
slowly been closing around

free expression in this country. What are we
talking about? We’re referring to speeches
being canceled across the country because
of threats from radical groups, protesters be-
ing funneled into free-speech zones, book
publishers getting banned by credit card
processors, and websites being shut down
because someone out there doesn’t like
what someone else might be saying.
Proponents of these forms of censorship

claim that violence is the reason for these
truly un-American actions. It seems pretty
clear, however, that most of the violence is
being perpetrated by a small group of rad-
ical activists—many of whom are probably
on the U.S. government’s payroll anyway.
To give a little perspective, we’re talking

about a country that waged war against the
British—the most powerful nation at the
time—booted them out, and formed a gov-
ernment for its people. It’s the same coun-
try that saw hundreds of thousands of its
own citizens fight and die in a bloody “civ-
il war.”. It is the same country that, for half
a century, stared down the Soviet Union,
which was armed with thousands of nuclear
weapons.
But, today, a few scruffy kids take to the

Internet to complain about hurt feelings,

and institutions of higher learning, gov-
ernment agencies, and billion-dollar cor-
porations are falling over each other to
clamp down on free speech.
So much for the land of the free and the

home of the brave.
The truth is, in the United States, people

should be able to dislike—and, yes, even
hate—anyone and anything they want to.
Just as it’s okay to hate Donald Trump, it’s
perfectly fine to dislike anyone for any rea-
son, whether they are white, black, His-
panic, tall, short, male, female, rich, poor,
gay, straight, liberal or conservative. More-
over, a person should not be in fear of los-
ing his livelihood or his health because he
runs a website or publishes books about the
kinds of people he hates.
In this week’s issue, we focus on one of

the worst groups out there that has been go-
ing after anyone who is not politically left
of center. The organization in question
has raised tens of millions of dollars and
made its founders very wealthy by target-
ing individuals and groups that speak their
minds and exaggerating the impact they
have. Of course, we’re talking about the
Southern Poverty Law Center, the nonprofit
foundation that was created by Morris
Dees in 1971 to supposedly use the court
system to combat racism. The SPLC pays
no taxes and has raised over $300 million,
yet it spends less than $50,000 to $60,000 a
year on actual court cases. As we report in

this edition, the SPLC’s days may be num-
bered, as more and more targeted individ-
uals and groups fight back.
Unlike groups like the SPLC, here at AFP,

we want people to be able to speak and
think freely. It’s why we keep publishing this
newspaper, no matter how many billion-dol-
lar companies, anti-free speech groups,
Hollywood actors, and politicians line up to
try to shut us up and shout us down. But,
as you know, it’s hard for a small company
like AFP, with limited resources, to keep
printing the truth, given the kind of money
our enemies have.
In the coming weeks, we will be initiat-

ing a new fundraising effort to raise the
funds we need to stay in business. Keep
your eye out for our letter, which will be ar-
riving soon in your mailbox. 
You can help us compete with the likes

of the SPLC and other professional smear
groups by continuing to support AFP. By
making a donation to support this small,
outspoken newspaper, you are in effect sup-
porting free expression for all Americans,
something we desperately need in this
new American age of book burning and cen-
sorship. H

—CHRISTOPHER J. PETHERICK
Executive Editor
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News You May Have Missed

Fraudsters Slapped

Banking giant Wells Fargo seems to
have “an almost limitless capacity to
cheat its customers and shirk its regu-
latory responsibilities,” says Sen. Eliz-
abeth Warren (D-Mass.). She’s calling
on Federal Reserve Chairwoman Janet
Yellen to crack down on the financial
empire. In what Wells boasted showed
the firm’s “commitment to refresh-
ment” of the board, the company an-
nounced three of its board members
will step down, taking early retire-
ment, at the end of the year. But they’ll
be using their golden parachutes, as
Wells will not be asking for any of their
salary, bonuses, or stock options back.
All three served during Wells Fargo’s 10-
year practice of sticking custo mers
with fake accounts to goose the bank’s
growth. Wells has also been cheating
mortgage borrowers, auto loan cus-
tomers, small business owners, and in-
vestors, it was recently revealed. Ear-
lier this summer, Wells Fargo pur-
chased the company that processed
credit card payments for AFP, then can-
celed AFP’s account and added us to a
blacklist, making it next to impossible
for AFP to process credit card orders.

Silver Lining

While Confederate statues on public
lands are being removed by the dozen,
for lovers of history there is an upside—
more and more new monuments are go-
ing up, on private land. For example, a
new monument to unknown Confed-
erate soldiers was unveiled recently in
a private park in Crenshaw County, Ala.,
and in North Carolina folks have been
very busy, putting up at least 36 mon-
uments since 2000. 

Bannon Speaks Out

Former Trump chief strategist Steve
Bannon gave his first interview, after the
White House announced a parting of
the ways, to the conservative Weekly
Standard. Bannon said the “presiden-
cy we fought for, and won, is over.” He
predicted that the “moderates” who
now are in power will steer Trump into
a more conventional pathway, while his
own absence from the White House will
make it “much harder” for Trump to
achieve his goals on such fronts as eco-
nomic nationalism, immigration, and
the wall.

Spy Scandal

They’re now calling it “a massive, mas-
sive scandal.” It started 16 months ago
as a kerfuffle involving alleged theft of
computer equipment from Congress
and has ballooned “into a national se-
curity investigation involving FBI sur-
veillance of the suspects,” reports the
New York Post. G-men now suspect
sensitive federal government data—
possibly classified information—may
have been sold to unfriendly govern-
ments that could use it to blackmail
members of Congress or put lives at
risk. Evidence pointed to five Pak-
istani-American computer staffers and
the Democratic Congress members’ of-
fices that employed them. The De-
mocrats—including Rep. Debbie
Wasserman Schultz (Fla.)—who hired
the five suspects, did a poor job of vet-
ting them. For example, one man had
a rap sheet with multiple offenses, in-
cluding a conviction for DWI a month
before he was hired, and filed for
bankruptcy in 2012.

No More Free Speech 

Recent violence by left-wing Antifa ri-
oters in Berkeley, Calif. has led to limi-
tations on freedom of speech—but it’s
not being directed at the radical leftist
groups that are causing all of the trou-
ble. Instead, the city is cancelling speak-
ing events hosted by leading conserva-
tive figures. “We don’t want the moral,
psychological, and fiscal expense of
having these agents of hate coming to
our town,” said city councilman Ben
Bartlett. “We know the contest of ideas
is at the very heart of freedom—but at
the same time, when the ideas are cer-
tain to cause bloodshed, I’m inclined to
err on the side of protecting the popu-
lation, and I say that with a heavy
heart.” Why don’t these politicians want
to crack down on the violent leftists in-
stead of their victims?

Condemning Antifa

Some far-left politicians are taking a
stand against violent leftist groups like
Antifa. House Minority Leader Nancy
Pelosi (D-Calif.) recently condemned
the Antifa rioters, who clashed with
conservatives in Berkeley, saying: “Our
democracy has no room for inciting vi-
olence or endangering the public, no
matter the ideology of those who com-

mit such acts. The violent actions of
people calling themselves Antifa in
Berkeley . . . deserve unequivocal con-
demnation, and the perpetrators should
be arrested and prosecuted.”

Free Speech in Danger

Using Charlottesville as a pretext, In-
ternet service provider Cloudfare
jumped onto the censorship band-
wagon and terminated service to Cody
Wilson’s website “GhostGunner.net.”
GhostGunner describes itself as “a
leading seller of 80% receivers and
machine tools to complete AR-15 and
AR-308 ghost guns.” Evidently they
think Wilson is some kind of neo-nazi
for being the inventor of the first suc-
cessful 3-D printed gun.

FBI Busted

The parents of a mentally ill boy recently
caught the FBI plotting to make their
son into a “right-wing terrorist.” The fed-
eral agency, knowing the young man is
a severely mentally disabled paranoid
schizophrenic, decided to groom him
into a “terrorist” so they could arrest him
and claim to be lifesaving heroes. Jer-
ry Drake Varnell, 23, a diagnosed schiz-
ophrenic, was accused of attempting to
bomb a bank. The FBI set him up to
drive what he believed was a stolen van
containing a 1,000-pound ammonium ni-
trate bomb one Saturday morning to
blow up an Oklahoma City bank. Varnell
had joined a group created by the FBI
and calling itself the “Three Percenters,”
which posed as a right-wing militia
group. Say the parents, “The FBI came
and picked him up from our home; they
gave him a vehicle, gave him a fake
bomb and every means to make this
happen—none of which he had ac-
cess to on his own.”

Gun Grab in Oregon

Beaver State Gov. Kate Brown, a De-
mocrat, signed into law the ERPO bill,
SB 719A. The act to “Establish Extreme
Risk Protection Orders” is a Democrat-
backed piece of gun control legislation.
ERPO is designed to force “subjects” to
surrender their firearms. The bill passed
the state Senate 17-11 and the state
House 31-38, picking up only one Re-
publican supporter. If an unfriendly
neighbor deems you a dangerous dude,
ERPO allows a judge to issue an order
authorizing the police to search and

seize your gun or guns, and you can be
prohibited from buying any gun or
ammo for a year. The act is like similar
laws already on the books in California.

Fake News

Regnery announced recently that it
will no longer promote or publicize the
New York Times Best Seller list. In a
press release, the conservative pub-
lisher said it will no longer add “New
York Times best-seller” to book jackets
or list authors as “New York Times best-
selling authors” in marketing materials.
The move was in response to seeing
Regnery’s books ranked lower on the
liberal newspaper list than they should
have been, according to raw sales data.

About Time 

According to Washington daily news-
paper Politico, the Justice Department
is finally getting around to winding
down an Obama-era program that dis-
courages banks from doing business
with a wide range of companies the old
administration didn’t like—from payday
lenders to gun shops. The Big Brother
initiative, called “Operation Choke
Point,” was harming legitimate busi-
nesses—sort of like how the PayPal and
credit card monopoly is hurting AMER-
ICANFREEPRESS and THEBARNESREVIEW.

Free Trade for the 1%

A new study reveals income inequality
is so bad in Mexico that the richest 1%
of the population owns roughly as
much wealth as the bottom 95%. After
25 years of financial and trade liberal-
ization through deals like the North
American Free Trade Agreement, the
lion’s share of economic benefits has
flowed to a tiny minority.

Close Shaves

A gigantic asteroid shot past Earth on
Sept. 5—at a distance of only 4.4 mil-
lion miles. The space rock, named Flo-
rence, is almost three miles in diame-
ter—far larger than the Rock of Gibral-
tar. Florence is the largest space object
to make a close-Earth encounter since
NASA began tracking such objects in
the 1990s. If one like it ever hits Earth,
we would face a global catastrophe. Get
ready for a closer shave in October,
when Asteroid 2012 TC4 buzzes past,
a mere 31,100 miles from Earth.
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By John Friend

M
aajid Nawaz, a British Muslim politi-
cian and founder of Quilliam, an or-
ganization that bills itself as “the
world’s first counter-extremism or-
ganization” dedicated to combat-

ing radical Islamic extremism in the United King-
dom and around the world, is suing the Southern
Poverty Law Center (SPLC) for defamation after
the subversive, leftist organization labeled the pop-
ular Muslim reformer as an “anti-Muslim ex-
tremist.”
“The SPLC, who made their money suing the

KKK, were set up to defend people like me, but
now they’ve become the monster that they claimed
they wanted to defeat,” Nawaz boldly stated in a
video announcing the lawsuit, which he aims to
fund in part by soliciting donations from sup-
porters.
“They have named me, alongside Ayaan Hirsi Ali,

on a list of ‘anti-Muslim extremists,’” Nawaz went
on to explain. “I am suing the SPLC for defama-
tion, and I need your help to win.”
Ayaan Hirsi Ali is a Somali-born Dutch-Ameri-

can feminist activist, author, and politician who
founded the AHA Foundation, a “leading organi-
zation working to end “honor violence” that
shames, hurts, or kills thousands of women and
girls,” according to the organization’s official web-
site. Ali is a critic of the barbaric practice of female
genital mutilation, a practice common in some
African and Islamic societies, and a fierce opponent
of the traditional Islamic attitude toward women
and young girls. Her critiques of radical Islam have
drawn the ire of the SPLC in the past, and she, along
with Nawaz, has been targeted by the radical left-
ist organization.
Nawaz charged that the SPLC has put him in

danger by placing him on its “anti-Muslim ex-
tremist” list and has smeared his reputation and
image. In the video, Nawaz also correctly argued
that “the left has descended into violence, whether
that’s punching people on the street, throwing ex-
plosives and attacking people in protests and ri-
ots, or assassination attempts on right-wing politi-
cians by leftist fans of the SPLC.”
Nawaz was specifically referring to James

Hodgkinson, a radical leftist activist who shot Rep.
Steve Scalise (R-La.) in June of this year. Hodgkin-
son “liked” the SPLC’s Facebook page, and was like-
ly influenced by the organization’s propaganda.
The SPLC has arguably inspired other radical

leftist terrorists in the past as well, including Floyd
Lee Corkins, a deranged man who broke into the
Family Research Council’s headquarters in Wash-
ington, D.C. in August 2012 with the aim of killing
as many people as possible. In early 2013, Corkins
was sentenced to 25 years in prison for his
crimes, which included a terrorism-related offense.
During an FBI interrogation following his appre-
hension, Corkins admitted to targeting the Fam-
ily Research Council partly because it was desig-
nated as an “anti-gay group” by the SPLC.
In addition to being sued, the SPLC is also fac-

ing public backlash after it was revealed that the
non-profit organization, which constantly solicits
donations by hyping the alleged threat of “hate,”
“bigotry,” and “white supremacist violence,” has
roughly $69 million of its total endowment in over-
seas accounts, including in the Cayman Islands,
Bermuda, and the British Virgin Islands. 
The SPLC has millions of dollars at its dispos-

al, and boasts an endowment of nearly $320 mil-
lion. According to an explosive report in online
news outlet The Washington Free Beacon, the
SPLC “pays lucrative six-figure salaries to its top
directors and key employees while spending lit-
tle on legal services despite its stated intent of
‘fighting hate and bigotry’ using litigation, educa-

tion, and other forms of advocacy.”
“I’ve never known a U.S.-based nonprofit deal-

ing in human rights or social services to have any
foreign bank accounts,” Amy Sterling Casil, CEO
of Pacific Human Capital, a California-based non-
profit consulting firm, explained to The Wash-
ington Free Beacon. “My impression based on pri-
or interactions is that they have a small, modest-
ly paid staff, and were regarded by most in the in-
dustry as frugal and reliable. I am stunned to learn
of transfers of millions to offshore bank ac-
counts. It is a huge red flag and would have been
completely unacceptable to any wealthy, respon-
sible, experienced board member who was com-
mitted to a charitable mission who I ever worked
with.”
The SPLC has raised millions of dollars in the

wake of the Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville,
Va. last month, including $1 million from Tim Cook,
the CEO of Apple. JP Morgan Chase also pledged
to donate $500,000 to the SPLC in the aftermath
of Charlottesville, and many other top corporations
and opinion leaders have pledged money to help
the SPLC ostensibly fight “hate” and “discrimina-
tion.” H
——

John Friend is a writer who lives in California.

Leftist Law Center Sued for Defamation
• Southern Poverty Law Center being taken to court by Muslim critics of radical Islam

mAAJID NAWAZ AyAAN HIrSI AlI FloyD lee corKINS
Smeared by SPLC. Smeared by SPLC. Killer inspired by SPLC rhetoric.

Shocking Statistics
About the SPlc

From the daring “Freebeacon.com”
investigation, some very disturbing
facts were revealed about the SPlc:

“Richard Cohen, president and chief execu-
tive officer of the SPLC, was given $346,218 in
base compensation in 2015, its tax forms show.
Cohen received $20,000 more in other re-
portable compensation and non-taxable bene-
fits. Morris Dees, SPLC’s chief trial counsel,
received a salary of $329,560 with $42,000 in
additional reportable compensation and non-
taxable benefits.”

* * *
“The minimum amount paid to an officer, di-

rector, trustee, or key employee in 2015 was
$140,000 in base salary, not including other
compensation.  The group spent $20 million on
salaries throughout the year.”

* * *
“The SPLC, which claims to boast a staff of

75 lawyers who practice in the area of children's
rights, economic justice, immigrant justice, ho-
mosexual rights, transgender rights, and crimi-
nal justice reform, reported spending only
$61,000 on legal services in 2015.”
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our children are going to pay and pay dearly. And so are we
. . . if we don’t leArN  to use ’em . . . We have No cHoIce . . .

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS or LOSE THEM!
If you don’t know ’em . . . You don’t use ’em!

LEARN Your RIGHTS
the easy way with the
2018 FREEDOM CALENDAR
Call 651-771-5234

This unique 12-month 11 x 17
large print, colorful wall calen-
dar displays and explains the Bill
of Rights, the proper use of

them, how they apply to us today. Teaches
our “unalienable Rights” . . .The Best
Educational Tool in over 200 years! It
helps in court actions: serving on a jury,
on trial, answering judges.

Quote from our Forefathers, on Law,
Scripture—a great gift idea! A MUST to
restore FREEDOM! If we expect our chil-
dren to have the blessings of liberty, they
must know and understand their RIGHTS
as our Creator wanted for us. How can we
expect to know how to use our unalien-
able RIGHTS if we don’t know them?

—DAN PILLA [SR.]

A wonderful
educational tool—
The Freedom
calendar. A great
gift—people
really love it!

The Bill of Rights
shouts: No . . . No

to government.
“Thou shalt not”
to gov’t agents!

In any controversy
over $20, the right of
trial by jury shall be

preserved.

“I cannot be com-
pelled to answer your
question NoT to be a
witness against my-

self.” “No comment.”

Right
to Keep
Arms What is a C i G?—Do you know?? Are you ignorant of your rights?

You better learn—knowledge is Power!

Be an INFORMED
Juror!

Shows where the
Jury preserved

FreeDom by voting
“NoT GuIlTy”
on bAD lAWS.

most state constitutions
declare all land to be
Allodial. AlloDIAl:

“Freehold; free of rent
or service; held inde-

pendent . . .” (meaning
property in land
is not taxable.) 

I have timely exercised
my 1st, 5th and 9th

Amendment RIGHTS to
remain SILENT, the

RIGHT not to speak or
write on paper.”

NEW
FOR
2018!

Any way you
figure it:

“Due to violations against the constitution, more crime is committed in
one day in the courtrooms of America than in the streets in a whole
year.” Not knowing or using our rights . . . is the path to big trouble!

ORDER THE 2018 FREEDOM CALENDAR HERE!
VITAL INFORMATION FOR SURVIVAL!

call for quantity discounts  •  Personalizing  •  A great fundraiser
1 calendar: $18  •  2 for $30 •  5 for $50  •  10 for $75

25 for $143. bulK DeAl: 100 for $262 ppd.
Free S&H inside the u.S. (outside u.S. call.)

Freedom calendar, 704 edgerton #3, St. Paul, mN 55130
our people � it!  Freedomcalendar.com  •  651-771-5234

HEALTH TIPS
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2018!
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By John Friend

T
he Anti-Defamation League (ADL), an or-
ganization openly hostile to the First
Amendment that seeks to advance pro-
Israel interests and shut down free ex-
pression with often baseless charges of

“anti-Semitism,” has partnered with the United
States Conference of Mayors in the wake of the
Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville, Va. in an ef-
fort to combat “hate” and “extremism,” Marxist
buzzwords that are applied to patriotic Americans
willing to buck the tyrannical system of political cor-
rectness plaguing the West. 
The United States Conference of Mayors is an of-

ficial, non-partisan organization representing Amer-
ican cities with populations exceeding 30,000.
More than 300 mayors from major American

cities across the nation have collaborated with the
ADL on the project, and have pledged to implement
the 10-point Mayors’ Compact to Combat Hate, Ex-
tremism, and Bigotry, developed almost entirely by
the subversive, anti-American organization.
Some of the 10 key initiatives outlined in the com-

pact include “rejecting extremism, white su-
premacy, and all forms of bigotry,” as well as pri-
oritizing and promoting “anti-bias” and “anti-hate”
programs—which are also developed by the ADL—
in America’s public and private schools. Addition-
ally, the compact encourages local residents and
community members to report “hate incidents”;
seeks to strengthen “hate crime” laws; and promotes
training for law enforcement officials across the
country to respond to and deal with “hate.”
The compact represents an attempt by the ADL

to institutionalize its subversive, anti-free speech
agenda, a major and long-running goal of the anti-
American organization. The Unite the Right rally,
which was legally organized by leading members
of the alt-right, a burgeoning, loose-knit, right-wing
movement that embraces racial identity and pop-
ulism while rejecting globalism, multiculturalism,
and massive non-white immigration to America and
the wider Western world, has been used as an ex-
cuse to advance a number of blatantly anti-free
speech agendas, including the censoring of some
alt-right commentators on the Internet. The rally
was legally permitted, yet faced enormous obsta-
cles from local political leaders in Charlottesville.
The entirely distorted narrative spun by the po-

litical and media establishment portrayed the alt-
right organizers and supporters as hateful, racist big-
ots who were determined to violently confront and
attack the counterprotesters who showed up to
peacefully demonstrate against the rally. The fake
news media and establishment political and media
pundits hysterically condemned everyone in the alt-
right as violent extremists and terrorists, white su-

premacists, neo-nazis, and even Ku Klux Klansmen.
Meanwhile, Antifa and other leftist extremists
who engaged in physical confrontations and vio-
lence against the alt-right were portrayed as right-
eous and honorable protesters simply attempting
to exercise their First Amendment rights.
Needless to say, the concept of “hate” will be de-

fined by the ADL and will, of course, encompass any
form of criticism or resistance to its subversive, anti-
American agenda.
“What happened in Charlottesville . . . reminds us

all that violent hate and racism are very much alive
in America in 2017,” Tom Cochran, the CEO and ex-
ecutive director of the U.S. Conference of Mayors,
said when the compact was announced. “For
decades, America’s mayors have taken a strong po-
sition in support of civil rights and in opposition to
racism and discrimination of all kinds. At this crit-
ical time mayors are doing so again through this com-
pact in an effort to combat hate, extremism, and big-
otry in their cities and in our nation.”
The ADL has played a key role in politicizing and

militarizing law enforcement in the United States
for decades, and routinely offers training courses
for local, state, and federal law enforcement offi-
cials and entities across the country. 
The ADL openly describes itself as “the foremost

non-governmental organization in the United States
that offers law enforcement training on terrorism,
extremism, and hate crimes” and boasts that it has
“trained well over 100,000 federal, state, local, and
military law enforcement officers.”
Law enforcement officials at all levels of gov-

ernment also regularly travel to Israel to receive
training and advice from their Israeli counter-
parts, particularly in the wake of the 9/11 attacks,
which many prominent researchers believe the Zion-
ist state played a central role in carrying out, fur-
ther militarizing American law enforcement, as is
the case in Israel. This often involves U.S. law en-
forcement working closely with the Israeli military
and police, both of which have been accused of car-
rying out war crimes against Muslims and Christians
in the Holy Land.
Interestingly, Anita Gray, a regional director for

the ADL in Cleveland, Ohio, admitted in a reveal-
ing interview with Cleveland Jewish News short-
ly after the rally that her organization had been
“working on the ground and behind the scenes lead-
ing up to, during, and after the rally” in Char-
lottesville.
“We remain in close contact with law enforce-

ment, elected officials, community leaders, and oth-
ers and continue to provide critical research, re-
sources, and community support,” Ms. Gray went
on to explain. “All of our offices have been work-
ing around the clock to respond, inform, and take
action.” The insidious agenda of the ADL could not
be clearer in the aftermath of the Unite the Right
rally, i.e., to stamp out criticism of Israel. H
——

John Friend is a writer who lives in California.

Fighting ‘Hate,’ Killing Free Speech
• Anti-Defamation League undercutting free expression by indoctrinating mayors, police

“ADL regional director
Anita Gray admits that the
ADL was “working on the
ground and behind the

scenes leading up to, dur-
ing, and after the rally.”

Tom cocHrAN ANITA GrAy JoNATHAN GreeNblATT
Useful idiot. Mid-level idiot. Head idiot.
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o Send 1 bottle of VITAmIN K2 for $16.20 (reg. $18).
o Send 2 bottles of VITAmIN K2 for $30.60 (reg. $34).
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Vitamin Helps Transport
Calcium to the Bones
Vitamin K2

Natural Vitamin K2 (MK7) has been shown
in laboratory experiments, population based
studies and clinical trials to be much more ef-

fective than K1 in preventing bone loss, promoting
bone integrity, and promoting cardiovascular health
by steering calcium from the arterial system. Vita-
min K is a fat-soluble vitamin named for the Ger-
man word koagulation, which refers to natural blood
clotting mechanisms, one of the most necessary
parts of our living systems.

SUPER SALE TILL SEPTEMBER 30!

VITAMIN K2 (MK7)
• 60 capsule per bottle

Each capsule contains:
• 45 micrograms vitamin K2 (MK7)

QTY. REG. SALE CODE

1 bottle $18 $16.20 K2
2 bottles $34 $30.60 K2K2
Buy 4 get 1 FREE $60 $60 K2K4

Ancient Healing Power 
in Modern Formula
Olive Power

Mentioned in the Bible as a healer and food
source, olive leaves, fruit and oil have a
marked history as healing agents and valu-

able food sources. Now, in 2017, Carotec’s Olive
Power contains the extracts of leaf and fruit which
help support your body’s own immunity and car-
diovascular health. Two capsules of Olive Power
give you get the equivalent of half a liter amount of
extra virgin oil, due to its hydroxytyrosol content.
Oleuropein and “tritperines” are also in Olive
Power, bringing the benefits of olive leaf and
olive in oil in easy to swallow capsules. Olive Pow-
er ingredients are made in Switzerland and Spain
by top plant extract firms. 

SUPER SALE TILL SEPTEMBER 30!

OLIVE POWER
• 60 capsules per bottle

Each capsule contains:
• 400 mgs olive leaf extract
• 50 mgs olive fruit extract
• 50 mgs olive leaf extract

QTY. REG. SALE CODE

1 bottle $28 $25.20 OP
2 bottles $52 $46.80 OPK2

Plant from the Arctic
Provides Amazing Results
Rhodiola Rosea

Once secretly used in the Soviet Union for help-
ing boost our body’s ability to handle physical
and emotional stress, Rhodiola Rosea now is

available in the U.S. Mark Blumenthal, Director of the
American Botanical Council, said, “I’m generally re-
luctant to over-hype herbs, but the claims for Rhodiola
Rosea are backed up by an impressive amount of sci-
entific research. This really is a kind of super-herb,
which affects many different kinds of body process-
es and offers many different benefits.” Carotec’s Su-
per Rhodiola Rosea is made by a leading plant ex-
tract firm.

SUPER SALE TILL SEPTEMBER 30!

SUPER RHODIOLA ROSEA
• 60 capsule per bottle

Each capsule contains:
• 475 mgs Rhodiola Rosea

QTY. REG. SALE CODE

1 bottle $17 $15.30 SR
2 bottles $32 $28.80 SRK2
Buy 4 get 1 FREE $52 $52 SRK4

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

EXTRA BONUSES WITH YOUR ORDER:
• Free uSPS S&H IN u.S. on orders $75 and over  •  SAle PrIceS expire Sept. 30, 2017.
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By Dave Gahary

F
ollowing the government- and main-
stream media-instigated violence in
Charlottesville, Va. last month, various
municipalities across this once-great
nation are taking and considering taking

preemptive steps to remove Confederate monu-
ments from public land, so as not to invoke the
wrath of the ascendant terrorist groups Black
Lives Matter and the more loosely organized Antifa.
In the halcyon days of these United States, if mask-
wearing thugs arrived in any town or city intent on
waging war in that community, they were met with
the iron fist of law and order. No more.
On Aug. 14, Philip Kingston, who serves on the

Dallas city council, took aim at a Robert E. Lee stat-
ue and other monuments in the city. Kingston be-
lieves “monuments to the Confederacy should
not be on public land,” as reported in an article by
the local CBS fake-news outlet. So biased and hate-
ful have the fake-news media become that the cap-
tion under the photo of the Lee statue reads:

The Confederate War Memorial in Dallas,
Texas, is a monument that attempts to glorify the
treasonous acts of those who fought to defend
slavery on the Confederate side of the American
Civil War.

Kingston’s resolution requires action by Sept. 13,
when, if passed, a citizen-based task force will be
created to decide the fate of the monuments. In-
terestingly, the Southern heritage-destroying coun-
cilman made news in July when the city’s chief fi-
nancial officer sent a memo to Kingston demand-
ing he return $8,160 of his $60,000 salary be-
cause he missed too many council meetings. “I was

just busy,” Kingston said, as reported by The Dal-
las Morning News.
Some Dallas residents are busy as well, but for

a different reason.
A predominantly black group led by former city

councilwoman Sandra Crenshaw is calling for
Dallas’s Confederate monuments to remain stand-
ing, since removing them will not help alleviate
media-alleged “racism.”
“I’m not intimidated by Robert E. Lee’s statue,”

Ms. Crenshaw told the aforementioned newspaper.
“It doesn’t scare me. We don’t want America to think
that all African-Americans are supportive of this.
Some people think that by taking a statue down,
that’s going to erase racism. Misguided.”
Naturally, Kingston struck back.
“What we don’t do is leave up a monument that

celebrates the very idea that some of us are not
equal to the others,” he said. “These monuments dis-
tort history; they don’t teach history.”
On cue, Democratic mayor, former Pizza Hut

CEO, and ad agency head Mike Rawlings chimed

in by stating that the “white supremacists” in
Charlottesville were “pure evil.”
AMERICAN FREE PRESS asked 69-year-old black

Confederate supporter H.K. Edgerton for his views
on the happenings in Dallas and across the coun-
try. “I applaud the fact that they’re coming togeth-
er to oppose the removal of statues,” he began.
“However, I don’t like the tone of this message. In-
stead of saying ‘not intimidated by Robert E. Lee,’
she should’ve been very proud of Gen. Robert E.
Lee, probably one of the most admired and re-
spected men of his time and this time.”
Edgerton commented on the culture destroyers.
“What we have now is a continuation of what

these folks did after the war when they sent these
Northern school teachers to the Southland of
America,” he said, “trying to divide and separate
black folks and white folks.
“The biggest problem I have is not with black

folks, it’s with white folk guilt,” he said. “Most of the
Black Lives Matter folks I see are young white folks.
I’ve been all across this country and I’ll tell you right
now most black folks don’t like being used as a
weapon of choice to [enable] this destruction of our
heritage and our history, [by] tearing down these
monuments. This looks like Reconstruction all over
again.”
He added: “I ran into Black Lives Matter and I’ve

run into Antifa, in places where I was going to speak.
These folks are domestic terrorists. If ‘black lives
matter,’ they ought to be in Houston right now try-
ing to help some black folks. If ‘black lives matter,’
they ought to be in Chicago trying to help those
black folks who are killing each other in record
numbers.” H
——

Dave Gahary, a former submariner in the U.S. Navy, prevailed in
a suit brought by the New York Stock Exchange in an attempt to si-
lence him. Dave is the producer of an upcoming full-length feature
film about the attack on the USS Liberty. See erasingtheliberty.com
or call (850) 677-0344 for more information.

Texas Blacks Back Rebel Monuments
• Many activists realize stone and marble not the worst problems facing blacks
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““If black lives matter, they
ought to be in Chicago

trying to help those black
folks who are killing each
other in record numbers.”

—H.K. Edgerton

mIKe rAWlINGS SANDrA creNSHAW PHIlIP KINGSToN
Spineless coward. Not afraid of statues. Spineless coward.

H.K. eDGerToN
Proud Southerner understands the big picture.
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Exposing the Dark Forces Undermining the Catholic Church for Centuries!

NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL HOFFMAN

R
evisionist historian Michael Hoff-
man’s The Occult Renaissance
Church of Rome represents a star-
tling excavation of the sedimenta-
ry layers of the Renaissance papa-

cy’s concealed ideology and its public mani-
festation in the art and architecture of its sacred
places. The Establishment would have us believe
that the papacy of the past is synonymous with
relentless inquisition of the occult, when in truth
the occult took control of the papacy and
from behind a wall of artifice and disguise, per-
secuted mainly those occultists who set them-
selves up as rivals to papal power, while shield-
ing agents of the Neoplatonic-Hermetic and Kab-
balistic conspiracy within the papal fold.
This book names the guilty conspirators in-

cluding many pontiffs, including, but not limited
to, Popes Alexander VI, Leo X, Clement VII and
Sixtus V. The author demonstrates that much of
what we’ve been told about the history of the
Church since the Renaissance has been an in-
geniously mounted illusion. 

Take a look at the Table of Contents:

• The Serpent in the Garden of the Quat-
trocento • The Priest and the Platonists •
Pope Alexander’s Wizard • Bonfire of the Ver-
ities • The Sorcerer Abbott • Reuchlin’s Revo-
lution • Renaissance High Art: An Initiation •
The Grand Egyptian Lodge of Vatican City • The
Cabal’s Co-conspirators • Mental Reservation
and Equivocation in the Church of Rome • Ec-
clesiastical Sodomy and its Root • Hermetic
Prince of the Second Vatican Council • Neo-
platonic-Hermetic Kabbalism in the Modern Era
• The Breeders of Money Gain Dominion • A
Prophecy Fulfilled • An Occult Miscellany •
Neoplatonic Thought and Freemasonry.

A sampling of sections and sub-headings:

The Papal Isis • Plato Hermeticised • The
Magi: A Cautionary Tale • The Inquisition in Leg-
end and Reality • Judaizing: Distinctions and
Definitions • Origins of the Illuminati • Rein-
carnation. The Pyramid and Obelisk Men;
Michelangelo’s Conspiracy • Pornographic se-
crets of the Sistine Chapel; • Ritual Murder at
Bernini’s colonnade • Talmudic Oath-Breaking
•  A Pattern for the Church of Rome • The Pa-
tron Saint of Liars and Thieves; Secret Approval
for Contraception • The Cremona Conspiracy
•  Child oblation • Sodomy and the Natural Law
•  Henri de Lubac’s Renaissance-Kabbalist ma-
gus • The Hermetic “Traditional Catholic”
movement • Tridentine Judaism • Contra the
Money Power in the Arena Chapel • The Ten
Lost Sermons of St. Anthony of Padua • The
Scrovegni Penance • Brother Brandano’s
Prophecy • Much more.

v v v

For the first time we have a Revisionist his-
tory of the papacy since the 15th century, in a
book that will inform, alarm and liberate Christ-
ians. Nothing like it has ever been published. The
penetration of the mysteries revealed in its pages
is a formidable challenge to centuries of en-
trenched myths and deceptions.

v v v

Softcover, 723 pages. 42 rare illustrations
$29.95 per copy + $3.50 shipping for one
book and $1 shipping for each additional

book inside the U.S. 

The Occult
Renaissance

Church of Rome

o Please send ____ copies of The Occult Renaissance Church of Rome @ $29.95 each
plus shipping. S&H: Add $3.50 for one book. Add $1 shipping for each additional book. Pric-
ing only good inside the U.S. Print or type neatly.

TOTAL ENCLOSED: $ _______

Payment: ❑Money Order /Check   ❑Mastercard  ❑ Visa
(Include billing address if different from shipping address.) 

Card # ___________________________________________________________________________

Exp. Date:  Month ______ Year ______ Sig.______________________________________________

Name______________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________

City/State/Zip _______________________________________________

Prices valid only in USA. Order also at www.RevisionistHistory.org

Independent History & Research  •  Box 849  •  Coeur d’Alene, ID 83816 

make checks and
money orders pay-
able to Independent
History & research.
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By Allen B. West

P
resident Donald Trump has announced
he will be ending the Obama program
called DACA, Deferred Action for Child-
hood Arrivals. The program was estab-
lished by Barack Obama in June 2012

and allows illegal immigrants who entered the Unit-
ed States as minors to receive renewable, two-year
deferments from deportation as well as work per-
mits.
First, we need to understand that the pertinent

word is illegal. These are children born in the Unit-
ed States of illegal-immigrant parents who had vi-
olated and disregarded the sovereign laws of this
nation. If we’re to continue as a constitutional re-
public, and not a constitutional monarchy, we must
adhere to and preserve our rule of law.
DACA is unconstitutional in every way. The Con-

stitution states it clearly in Article I, Section 8,
Clause 4, “To establish a uniform Rule of Natural-
ization.” Article I denotes the enumerated powers
of the legislative branch—the House and Senate, or
Congress, and Article II denotes the enumerated
powers of the executive branch. 
A simple perusal will help the reader realize that

we’re to be governed by the rule of law, not ruled
by edict from an executive. Article II consists of only
four sections; the final section establishes the
grounds for removal of the executive, the president. 
If we wish to have a purely constitutional dis-

cussion about DACA, it’s obvious Obama exceed-
ed his enumerated powers and established an un-
constitutional policy. Now, the question is, do we

want to be ruled by edict based upon the ideolog-
ical agenda of a ruler? If so, then let’s go right ahead
and continue on with DACA. 
But the progressive socialist left then loses any

grounds to complain about unconstitutional actions.
They can’t accomplish their goal of fundamental-
ly transforming America outside the bounds of our
rule of law. 
It’s not up to the president—any president—to

decide that he or she wants to do something with-
out the legislative branch. In essence, that’s taking
action without the consent of the governed. The
American people elect representatives to be their
voice, so any disregard of the legislative branch is
a dismissal and disregard of the American people. 
DACA is nothing more than a feel-good, ideo-

logical political tool based on identity politics. If any-
thing, it advances the notion, which the left loves,
that there are those above the rule of law. Just look
at sanctuary cities, counties, and states—the left’s
agenda is apparently superior to our rule of law. 
The hypocrisy of DACA is blatant. Who decides

what constitutes being a “dreamer”? Yes, that

sounds so nice, and again, it tugs at hearts. But I
seem to recall in April 2009 that the same Obama
behind DACA ended the D.C. school voucher pro-
gram for deserving young, black, minority kids, and
not a peep came from the progressive socialist left
and the liberal progressive media. 
The deduction is simple: The left chooses based

on their politicized agenda. Funny, DACA was en-
acted in 2012, a presidential election year. That
should tell you everything. H
——
Allen Bernard West is an American political commentator, retired U.S.

Army lieutenant colonel, and former member of the House of Representatives.

Dream Act Hypocrisy
Kids of illegals get benefits while needy U.S. students lose vouchers

“DACA is nothing more
than a feel-good, ideological

political tool based on
identity politics. 

Why do you think, in an election year (2012), Pres-
ident Obama refused to veto a bill taking away federal
funding for school vouchers for deserving American
children and kill their dreams of a better life and in-
stead force through an unconstitutional act that guar-
anteed that children of illegal immigrants here in
America could see their dreams furthered?

Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest
was a brave and ingenious
Confederate officer who won
all but one of the battles he

led; a philanthropist who gave gener-
ously to family, friends and charities; and
a humanitarian who not only spared the
lives of numerous Yankees on the battle-
field, but who freed his slaves years be-
fore Lincoln issued his fake Emancipa -
tion Proclamation. Additionally, Forrest
crusaded to bring new African immi-
grants into the South—with full civil
rights. No one would know any of this
by reading the typical works on Forrest.
In fact, according to most authors, For-
rest was a violent redneck, a racist, a bar-

baric slave trader, a philandering hus-
band, an illiterate hillbilly, the founder
and grand wizard of the KKK, and “the
butcher of Fort Pillow.”

News flash: None of this is true.
In A Rebel Born: A Defense of

Nathan Bedford Forrest—winner of the
prestigious Jefferson Davis Historical
Gold Medal—Lochlainn Seabrook, one
of the South’s most prolific and re-
spected authors, reveals the truth about
one of history’s most fascinating, charis-
matic, complex, and romantic individu-
als. In this positive appraisal of Forrest,
the author corrects the many falsehoods
about “the Wizard of the Saddle” and,
using well-researched documentation,

shows that the modern negative image
of the general derives solely from slan-
derous myths created 150 years ago by
Lincoln’s anti-South propaganda ma-
chine. The longest book ever written on
Forrest, it contains 2,000 footnotes,
hundreds of rare pictures, a list of For-
rest’s military engagements, an 800-
book bibliography, a detailed index, and
more!  Softcover, 822 pages, #776, $35
minus 10% for TBR subscribers plus $5
S&H in the U.S. from THE BARNES RE-
VIEW, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit
406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774.
Cash, check, money order only. Outside
U.S. email sales@barnesreview.org for in-
ternational S&H. 

A Rebel Born: A Defense of Nathan Bedford Forrest

AlleN WeST
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By Star Parker

A
s if recent events don’t give us enough
to worry about, now we have a new mis-
sive in The Atlanticmagazine from for-
mer Vice President Joe Biden con-
cerning the incident in Charlottesville.

Biden wants to declare America a hate-free zone.
He says we should declare “no place for these hate
groups in America. Hatred of blacks, Jews, immi-
grants—all who are seen as ‘the other’—won’t be
accepted or tolerated or given safe harbor anywhere
in this nation.”
Biden articulates for us here the vision of the “alt-

left.” America gets transformed from being about
limited government, with laws to protect individ-
ual freedom, to sponsoring search and destroy mis-
sions for eliminating hatred. And, of course, Biden
and his left-wing friends will define for us who the
haters are.
As sickening as the “alt-right” racist bigots may

be, at least we know where they’re coming from.
They make no claim to the high ground. Their
racism is on the table, in the light of day.
But the “alt-left” is far more insidious. 
Take, for instance, the Southern Poverty Law

Center (SPLC). They are self-appointed mission con-
trol for identifying who and where are the haters
in America. 
They publish a “Hate Map” on their website, in

which 917 “hate groups” are identified, ripe for elim-
ination in the spirit of Biden’s appeal.
Included are 101 anti-Muslim hate groups, but

somehow not a single anti-Christian hate group is
identified. Actually, Christian groups, in their map,
turn out to be the haters. 
SPLC identifies at least 19 Christian organizations

as hate groups. Groups like the Alliance Defending

Freedom, which provides legal counsel to those
whose religious freedom has been abrogated (e.g.,
a Christian baker being sued for refusing to create
a cake for a same-sex wedding), or Family Research
Council, which publishes research in support of
public policy consistent with traditional Christian
values, or D. James Kennedy Ministries, which,
through its church and media, disseminates the
Christian gospel and sermons of its founder, Dr. D.
James Kennedy.
Peacefully preaching Christian gospel is, in the

eyes of the SPLC, an act of hate because part of this
gospel chastises homosexual behavior as sinful.
Unfortunately, in today’s tortured culture, sources

deemed by some authority like CNN or GuideStar,

which provides data on evaluating nonprofit or-
ganizations, reference the SPLC “Hate Map” as a
guide to hate in the country.
Two major corporations, JP Morgan and Apple,

announced six-figure contributions to the SPLC af-
ter the events in Charlottesville.
In a memo to employees, JP Morgan’s head of

corporate responsibility noted that their contri-
bution to SPLC is “to further their work in track-
ing, exposing, and fighting hate groups and other
extremist organizations across the country.”
In 2012, a young man entered the office of the

Family Research Council in Washington, D.C.,
and shot the building manager. He, fortunately, was
caught and subsequently sentenced to 25 years in
prison. He was a volunteer at a pro-gay organiza-
tion and told the FBI that he used the SPLC hate
map to find FRC and that his plan was to kill as
many as he could.
D. James Kennedy Ministries recently filed a law-

suit against the SPLC for defamation.
In recent media appearances discussing Char-

lottesville, I noted the equivalency I see between the
LGBT rainbow flag and the Confederate flag. Both
stand, as I explained, for particular dogma and are
statements of exclusion to those who don’t fit their
worldview.  Those who don’t agree with me are wel-
come to say so.
But, instead, the so-called advocates of tolerance

shut down my office in Washington, D.C., with an
avalanche of calls and threats.
We can’t legislate what people feel.  But we can

and must recapture the American vision of freedom,
where law protects individual life, liberty and prop-
erty, so our large and diverse population can live to-
gether peacefully and productively. H

——
Star Parker is an author and president of CURE, Center for Urban Renewal

and Education. Contact her at www.urbancure.org. 

COPYRIGHT CREATORS SYNDICATE, 2017

Who Gets to Define What’s ‘Hate’?
• Christian urban renewal activist says “alt-left” following an insidious path

STAr PArKer

VAXXED: THE MOVIE From Cover-Up
to Catastrophe

I
n 2013, biologist Dr. Brian Hooker received a call from a senior scientist at the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention (CDC) who led the agency’s 2004 study on the Measles-Mumps-Rubella (MMR) vaccine and its link to autism.
The scientist, Dr. William Thompson, confessed that the CDC had omitted crucial data in their final report that revealed
a causal relationship between the MMR vaccine and autism. Over several months, Dr. Hooker records the phone calls
made to him by Dr. Thompson who provides the confidential data destroyed by his colleagues at the CDC.

Dr. Hooker enlisted the help of Dr. Andrew Wakefield, the British gastroenterologist falsely accused of starting the anti-
vax movement when he first reported in 1998 that the MMR vaccine may cause autism. In his ongoing effort to advocate for
children’s health, Wakefield directs this documentary examining the evidence behind an appalling cover-up committed by the
government agency charged with protecting the health of all American citizens. Interviews with pharmaceutical insiders, doc-
tors, politicians, and parents of vaccine-injured children reveal an alarming deception that has contributed to the skyrocket-
ing increase of autism and potentially the most catastrophic epidemic of our lifetime. DVD, 91 minutes, $25 plus $4 S&H in-
side the U.S. from AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774 or call 1-888-699-NEWS toll free to re-
serve your copy before we run out. Cash, check, money order only.
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T
he above statements inspired a
patented method that gains HYDRO-
GEN ENERGY each time water recy-
cles . . . hundreds of times per

gallon—NOT ONCE like ordinary purifiers and
distillers! The results in the water reaching 30
TIMES THE MEASURABLE ENERGY of
ANY other water!! (Watch our videos listed at
www.johnellis.com and listed below.) 

Just as food supplies energy, this is
the only water that supplies the extra
energy you may need to survive!

IS YOU SKIN POSITIVELY OR NEGATIVELY CHARGED?

As positively charged Hydrogen Fuel is consumed, noted
by Albert Szentgyorgy, even your skin becomes more
negatively charged by oxygen electrons,  i.e. a plain watch
I wear on weekends (with a battery that usually lasts 2-3
years) hasn’t had a battery change in 17 years!

INCREASE YOUR STRENGTH AND ENERGY

We have 13 International Patents, 332 FDA Tests.
You’ve seen the ads for the elderly and/or feeble: “I’ve
fallen, and I can’t get up!” Why can’t they get up? Be-
cause they lack the needed arm strength!
On the contrary, I am now in my 88th year and I warm

up curling 50-lb. dumb bells in each hand even when
strength starts to wane at 81 and a reverse curl over 200
pounds at 68 (witnesses said it’s over the World  Record).

THE HYDROGEN BOND ANGLE CAN BE CHANGED

With an Engineering Degree that includes Steam
Plant Design, in college we were taught that ordinary dis-
tilled water with a Hydrogen Bond Angle (HBA) of only
101 degrees was worse than tap water with an HBA of
104.5 degrees.  My water property change to 114 de-
grees was confirmed to The Washington Times by the
Los Alamos Nuclear Lab: “He did change the hydrogen
Bond Angle in water and we wish we owned his patents!”
(See a video at JohnEllis.com created after a 1/27/92
Washington Post Investigative Article: “10,000 people a
day said it cures anything, even cancer and diabetes.”

SOMETHING YOU CAN MEASURE

That article also included an International  Patent De-
scription: “The curative power results from movements
of water between two metal tanks,” producing results
confirmed in another investigation by Guy Abraham,
M.D. who taught at the UCLA Medical School doing In-
dependent Blood Flow Studies on how to prevent a heart
attack or stroke and FLUSH OUT THE BLOOD
STREAM at the same time. He said, “You can’t argue
with something you can measure . . . the ability of blood

(94% water) to go through a membrane into the cells to
the extremities. Nothing is even close to your water. Your
HBA is 114 degrees!” Watch the two videos at JohnEl-
lis.com PROVING you are drinking the wrong water . . .
The results have been duplicated THOUSANDS of times,
proving this water provides “BODY ELECTRIC” energy
that powers your heart (defibrillator to stop a heart attack,
pacemaker) because it takes less energy for the body to
split water into Hydrogen and Oxygen. (Examples below,
31 amps to only 1 amp!!)
To stem the naysayers: My college engineering pro-

fessor, Dr. John Weishampel, gave me the only grade of
100% in 30 years of teaching.

CONTROVERSY IS HEALTHY

Like THOMAS PAINE the
author of Common Sense, any-
one not generating contro-
versy isn’t doing much of
anything . . . as true as God’s
accuracy revealed to me in the
Power of a Perfect circle (360
degrees divided by Pi  = 114 de-
grees almost exactly!).
Can atheists explain any of

this?
Think about this: 
• Eggs of each species al-

ways hatch at the same exact
time divided by seven.
• Watermelons always have

an even number of stripes.
• Oranges have an even num-

ber of segments
• Corn has an even number of rows.
• Waves of the sea roll 26 per minute in all kinds of

weather.
• All grains have even numbers on the stalks.
The Lord specified: thirty, sixty and hundred-fold—

all even numbers!    

AND SOMETIMES CONTROVERSY IS DANGEROUS

We lived at the top of Paine Avenue in New Rochelle,
NY for 70 years and a musket ball hole in the wall of
the Thomas Paine Cottage reminded visitors he was
embroiled in major controversy. Fortunately they
missed. 
And, like the people below, including my grand-

mother’s sister (Google: Nursing Sisters Port Dover … a
book by Harry B. Barrett), in spite of being repeatedly
mentioned in wartime dispatches for her heroism and
“valor in the face of the enemy,” was presented only a cer-
tificate by King George V because a woman was ineligi-
ble to receive the Victoria Cross!
As a result, my grandmother moved to Rochester, NY

and befriended SUSAN B. ANTHONY and American
Red Cross Founder CLARA BARTON who said to her
male counterparts: “We nursed you back to health and
now we need your help!” Unfortunately, some of her male
counterparts made sure help never came!  There are hun-
dreds of letters and pictures, including one of the ambu-
lances my grandmother donated (before we entered
WWII), encouraged by her friend CARRIE CHAPMAN
CATT, who moved around the corner from her in New
Rochelle. As a youngster, I remember all the sewing ma-
chines and their many friends at my grandmother’s house
sewing thousands of pre-die cut clothes together to keep
children warm during the brutally cold English winters.

Which Water Should You Drink?
Nobel Prize Winner Albert Szentgyorgy: “The one that

produces the most Hydrogen Energy . . . The Fuel of Life!”

controversial Ideas Not Always Welcome
The rear room on the first floor of Thomas
Paine’s house (above) in New Rochelle, N.Y. is
known as the “Paine Room.” On Christmas Eve
1805, a gun was fired into this room in an at-
tempt on Paine's life. He described the incident
in a letter: “Whatever the gun was charged with
passed through about three or four inches below
the window making a hole large enough [for] a
finger to go through—the muzzle must have
been very near as the place is black with pow-
der, and the glass of the window is shattered to
pieces.”

left, John ellis,
founder of the
e5 Water machine,
back in 1957 when
he was a discus
champion. Today
he continues his
dedication to
health and human
rights through his
non-profit living
Water Foundation.
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Carrie is most famous for her speech before Congress that
resulted in the 19th Amendment to the Constitution that
gave women the right to vote in 1920!
In most cases, there shouldn’t be any controversy!

Like government scientists at Brookhaven Labs after a
mishap in the 1980’s as to why they were buying so many
of our machines: “You have the only product that recy-
cles water to get rid of radiation!”

THE POWER OF POSITIVE THINKING
As I listened to DR. NORMAN VINCENT PEALE

eulogize my father to an overflowing congregation in New
Rochelle, I thought about increasing the lifespan of peo-
ple like my Godfather, DR. JAMES E. WEST, Chief Boy
Scout Executive from 1907-37, who helped thousands of
youngsters discover a positive direction in life along with
Norman Rockwell, who we all knew and loved, hired by
Dr. West for Boy’s Life Magazine including friends that
modeled for Saturday Evening Post covers with a hu-
manitarian impact rarely seen today. 
Dr. Peale always came to our family gatherings with

his “Power of Positive Thinking” that has had a positive
impact on millions of lives including Joel Osteen and
President Donald Trump!
Like the Catholic Priest who saw the Cross at ground

Zero 9/11, forget controversy and dwell on a positive out-
come like the Olympic athletes I have known that imag-
ined themselves competing using Dr. Peale’s powerful
message! 

WE’RE NOT NEW TO CONTROVERSY

I am not new to controversy: In 1957 I had the best
discus throw in the World (T&F News, Vol. 10, No. 12)
but gave it up because I knew Anabolic Steroids would
cause users heart damage! All the top athletes were told
they were safe by doctors. However, their inventor, John
Ziegler M.D., said before he died at 63: “I wish I had lis-
tened to [John Ellis]. I damaged my own heart!”
Now, there is a long list of Olympic friends who are

dead because they were “FDA Approved” (now banned).
I was right then about anabolic steroids and I am right
now about viruses and disease! 
LIKE STEROIDS . . . THEY THOUGHT MORE IS

BETTER including Vitamins or ENERGY SHOTS.
MORE ISN’T BETTER!!  ONLY 20 DROPS is needed
for “SOARING ENERGY” with my water!

VIOLATING FARADAY’S LAW?
Here’s what a man in Zurich said: “I have had your E5

Water Machine for only 24 hours. I had gross swelling in my
legs and hadn’t worn ordinary shoes in years. Your water
immediately destroyed the markers for elephantiasis in
my blood stream!! I lost all the water weight in my legs and
I bought a pair of shoes size 10 ½. Also unlike ordinary DDW,
using electrolysis (a battery and two thin pieces of stainless
steel, anode and cathode, not a stack that negates power) your
water produces so much Hydrogen it violates Faraday’s
Law…  producing the energy needed to stop disease!!”

AMAZING POWER PROPERTIES
A company that produces hydrogen generators for

trucks found the required power slowly went down over 24
hours (a cascading effect that is immediate once it has been
treated) from 31 amps to less than 1 ampmaking the same
amount of hydrogen by adding only 20 drops of this water
to ordinary water in their hydrogen generator (another web-
site video)!  Using this technology, you can power your car,
heat your home and produce electricity for pennies. Watch
the Video that shows examples PROVING you are drink-
ing the wrong water . . .  just as food supplies energy, this wa-
ter provides the “BODY ELECTRIC” energy that powers
your heart (defibrillator to stop a heart attack, pacemaker)!

HELP YOURSELF & OUR FOUNDATION:
BUY A MACHINE & TAKE A TAX DEDUCTION!

With our 501(c)(3) non-profit Foundation, you can buy
a machine and take a Tax Deduction! There are thousands
of families around the U.S. who need our water ma-
chines—kids in Flint, families in poverty, etc. When you buy
a machine, a portion of the proceeds go to this important hu-
manitarian aid project. Contact us at PO Box 553, West-
brookville, NY 12785 or call 845-754-8696.

OUR HUMANITARIAN EFFORT

After a three-hospital chain in India said: “You are known
all over the world!” (Cancer & Ebola results in Africa), we
have decided to DONATE our 418-acre John Ellis Estate
on top of Crystal Mountain overlooking the  Delaware
River in Shohola, PA. John Ellis has pledged to DONATE
THE PROPERTY in partnership with a major founda-
tion or university in perpetuity for humanitarian purposes
such as a Memorial Medical Center to further his water
discoveries. You will realize after watching the Video with
Municipal letters (www.johnellis.com), it’s fitting this
property be used to further these water discoveries! Ac-
cordingly, our 501c (3) Living Water Environ - mental
Foundation details can be sent if you have an interest in
helping our tax deductible humanitarian effort.A portion
of every sale of our water machines goes to maintaining
the property, which is currently used by Boy Scouts, Girl
Scouts and other youth groups free of charge.

All DrINKING WATer HAS DeuTerIum!
Deuterium damages your DNA! A major cause of aging and cancer! Discover Deuterium Depleted Wa-
ter (DDW) at the NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH—WWW.NIH.GoV. Dozens of studies  “Revealing
Water’s Secrets” that confirm the phenomenal DDW results we receive (below) but WITH A TWIST!!
To produce DDW you have to RE-DISTILL water 60 times ($300 for a small bottle!). However, our ma-
chines DISTILL AUTOMATICALLY . . . 100’s of TIMES/ GALLON (not ONCE!!) and by doing this 100’s
OF TIMES you also produce water with MEASURABLE ENERGY (Ammeter video below!) that pow-
ers your HEART (defibrillator)! Your heart doesn’t have to work as hard to keep you alive! With 13 Patents,
332 FDA Tests it’s the rage worldwide! BUY DDW BOTTLED WATER or MAKE IT AT HOME … for PEN-
NIES and take a 501C3 Tax Deduction!!

Go to www.Johnellis.com and click on the green link.
Hundreds of studies could save your life!

orDer A JoHN ellIS WATer mAcHINe: 845-754-8696
lISTeN To A recorDING: 800-433-9553
GeT A Free boTTleD WATer SAmPle: 570-296-0214
See our WATer mAcHINe IN AcTIoN: www.Johnellis.com

Gilbert Daunant
(Prince Rainier’s

cousin): “I just walked
40 blocks and I am 95!

Send another E5
to Monaco!”

bArToN cATT ANTHoNy
Three brave gals dedicated to health & human rights.

NormAN VINceNT PeAle

Get your bottle
of SoArING  
eNerGy SHoT®:
only 20 DroPS
produces 30
TImeS more
eNerGy . . .
using our Free
water: 570 296-0214
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www.JohnEllis.com/NIH

1-800-433-9553
FUEL OF LIFE

by Nobel Prize Winner Albert Szentgyorgy!
Heart Attack Survival Discovery. Like an electric defibrillator
or pacemaker, the extra energy from this water (blood is 94%
water) may save your life! Now we know why The Washington
Post Investigative article 1/27/92 said: “This water will cure
anything from cancer to diabetes!” Video Proof: By changing
water properties, this water produces 31 times more energy
than ordinary water!! Called the “Fuel of Life” by Nobel Prize
Winner Albert Szentgyorgy! Join the Water revolution with
the help of the National Institutes of Health: NIH.gov.

Free bottled Water Sample: 570-296-0214
order a machine: 845-754-8696

listen to a recording: 800-433-9553

Tax-Freedom.com
NEED HELP?

IRSzoom.com

By Mark Anderson

O
n Friday, Aug. 25 President Donald
Trump announced his plan to pardon
“America’s sheriff,” Joe Arpaio. Re-
cently, in an effort to bypass the fake
news, AMERICAN FREE PRESS reached

out to Arpaio to hear directly from the embattled
lawman. 
The hostile mainstream press has repeatedly

piled on the false narrative that Arpaio had engaged
in “racial profiling” when his deputies apprehend-
ed illegal alien suspects—of mainly Mexican ex-
traction in a state that borders Mexico—thereby
running afoul of the Fourth Amendment in the
process. But Arpaio doesn’t see it that way, argu-
ing that he was elected by the people of his coun-
ty to enforce the law even when it was not the po-
litically correct thing to do.
Arpaio, finally feeling free to speak out in the

wake of the pardon, told this AFP writer that he has
always considered himself a “constitutional sher-
iff” answerable to the people who elected him, not
a bureaucratized police chief under the sway of a
mayor or city council. 
He recalls being actually sworn in to carry out

the enforcement of federal immigration laws under
Immigrations and Customs Enforcement’s (ICE)
287(g) program.
“I had the authority to enforce immigration laws

. . . sworn in by the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security,” he explained to AFP, specifying that his
department exercised powers specifically granted
to it to round up illegal aliens, detain them, and hand
them over to federal authorities for processing. 
Arpaio added that two state laws, one to com-

bat human smuggling and another to sanction em-

ployers hiring those in the country illegally, provided
an additional backstop.
“The 287(g) program, one of ICE’s top partner-

ship initiatives, allows a state and local law en-
forcement entity to enter into a partnership with
ICE, under a joint Memorandum of Agreement, in
order to receive delegated authority for immigra-
tion enforcement within their jurisdictions,” states

a passage on the DHS website.
“Just before I left the department, we had

10,000 detainees turned over [to the feds] but around
33% came back,” Arpaio continued, expressing his
frustration over repeat offenders. “When the pres-
ident pardoned me, he didn’t necessarily have all
the facts,” the former Drug Enforcement Admin-
istration officer continued, “but I’m sure it was be-
cause [there was] no jury trial for me.”
Prior to the pardon, Arpaio was slated to be sen-

tenced Oct. 5, likely for up to six months in jail. Af-
ter a short trial, originally scheduled to start in ear-
ly December 2016 but delayed, he was pronounced
guilty on July 6 by Judge Susan Bolton of the U.S.
District Court in Phoenix. Judge Bolton issued the
verdict from the bench because Arpaio’s request for
a jury trial was denied. But because no court hear-
ing was convened to read Arpaio the verdict in open
court, which his attorneys say also runs counter to
legal constitutional interpretations, he learned of
his verdict from the media.

THE OBAMA FACTOR

Tea party group members, frustrated because
they could not find anyone with the temerity to
probe Obama’s background, had approached
Arpaio about their birth-certificate concerns. He ac-
cepted the challenge somewhat reluctantly, know-
ing the “heat” would soon come from the top, he
said. Interestingly, Donald Trump raised the birth-
certificate issue early on when he was considering
running for president, prior to the 2012 election.
Arpaio went on to say that after his “Cold-Case

Posse” was formed in 2011, at no cost to taxpayers,
to explore the legitimacy of Obama’s Hawaiian birth
certificate—which the posse maintained was fraud-
ulent based on forensic research—things soon
“went south” for Arpaio. 

Now that “Sheriff Joe” Arpaio has been pardoned
by President Donald Trump, the former Arizona law-
man is free to speak about the propaganda campaign
against him and the politically motivated lawsuit that,
he says, was spurred by his meticulous investigation
into the citizenship of Barack Obama.

Joe ArPAIo

NON-TAXPAYERS:
Have a Tax Problem?
Whether your situation is civil,
administrative or criminal; state or
federal, call Shawn O’Connor. Or
visit Free Enterprise Society Serv-
ices at shawnoconnor.org. More
than 29 years of experience. Call
559-298-0929 for more.

Arpaio Bypasses Fake Media
• Lawman tells AFP his investigation into Obama birth records spurred high-level retribution
• Says he might consider running for public office again if President Trump made the request
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BEAT IRS
The Internal Revenue Service has lit-

erally thousands of trained tax experts
to throw at you, stacking the deck
against the average citizen facing tax
problems. That’s why you need your
own experienced experts on your side,
fighting for you . . .

The MacPherson
Group, LLC
Rescuing Americans
from IRS tyranny

The MacPhersons have been defending
freedom and securing the blessings of lib-
erty since 1978. Nathan MacPherson

grew up watching his father defend Patriots ac-
cused of tax crimes. With patriarch Mac
MacPherson consulting with his son, they now
form a one-two punch against tyranny, repre-
senting clients in every U.S. state, the District
of Columbia, and several foreign countries on
four continents. Two generations of Tax Defense
Attorneys with extensive experience in exactly
the problems you may be facing now.

IRS Debt, Liens, Levies
Got You Down?

The best defense is a good offense!
• Offer in Compromise  • Currently Not Collectible

• Penalty Abatement  • Partial-Pay Installment
Agreement • Audit Reconsideration

• Collection Due Process Appeals Hearing
•  Collection Appeals Process 

CONTACT:
The MacPherson Group:
Call 1-800-BEAT-IRS

(623) 209-2003
www.BEAT-IRS.com
info@BeatIRS.com

YOU CAN

In hindsight, Arpaio told AFP, “I don’t think it was
so much the illegal roundups. . . I think it was the
birth certificate issue they [the Obama adminis-
tration] were mainly after me about.”  
According to both Arpaio and his birth-certificate

researcher Mike Zullo, notorious billionaire and cul-
tural-political revolutionary George Soros financially
fueled the “un-elect Joe” movement, reportedly to
the tune of around $3 million, that resulted in
Arpaio’s re-election defeat last November after 24
years as a highly popular sheriff. 
Arpaio lamented that the mainstream media,

while fixated on select constitutional questions since
his pardon, to this day still “won’t even look into
Obama’s birth certificate issue.”
Arpaio revealed for the first time something he

discovered during his last re-election campaign. In
accordance with applicable law, those behind the
anti-Arpaio TV ads, used in a blitz that ran during
early voting and right up to election day, were re-
quired to send him advance copies of those attack
ads, which, he noted, were mailed to him from a
New York office of the national Perkins Coie law
firm. 
What’s especially interesting about the sender’s

return address is that this law firm is the same firm
that represented Obama in the birth-certificate
probe.
Even more interesting is that, according to Zul-

lo, President Obama’s personal attorney, Judith Cor-
ley of Perkins Coie, is the one who flew to Hawaii
to get the certificate and deliver it to the White
House as the probe over the authenticity of the cer-
tificate continued. Soros has also been linked to
Perkins Coie.
Zullo noted that Arpaio’s last official action—a

press conference he held on Dec. 15, 2016, just be-
fore Democrat Paul Penzone officially assumed of-
fice—concluded the six-year birth-certificate probe
by announcing to the incredulous press on hand that
the so-called “birth certificate” was “an electronic
file, not a birth certificate,” meaning it was a file
“with no probative value”—in other words, fraud-

ulent.  That determination, said Zullo, is according
to the independent, double-blind findings of two sep-
arate forensics entities that use different ap-
proaches to examining public documents for au-
thenticity.

WILL ARPAIO RUN AGAIN?

Arpaio, now 85, told AFP that he’s received calls
urging him to run for office, perhaps for Congress.
While some press accounts have reported that the
Arizona Senate seat currently occupied by Re-
publican Jeff Flake has sparked Arpaio’s interest,
he told AFP: “Originally, after I lost the sheriff’s race,
I said, ‘I’m out of this.’ I actually don’t know what
office I’d run for.”
Arpaio added that he feels the mainstream

press, such as the Washington Examiner, may have
presumed too much regarding his possible politi-
cal plans. However, he told AFP, “I didn’t say no or
never in a million years, either.”
According to the Examiner, “Flake is in a ten-

uous position. A recent poll found that the first-term
senator has only a 22% approval rating among
Trump supporters, as well as a 63% disapproval rat-
ing. (Among Arizonans overall, Flake has an 18% ap-
proval rating.)”
Arpaio also told AFP that he would not totally

rule out running for sheriff again.
Meanwhile, Trump, who’s friends with Arpaio and

supports his views, has to some extent encouraged
candidates to run against Flake. 
The president recently dubbed the senator

“Flake Jeff Flake” and suggested he’s “weak” on bor-
der security and crime. 
Arpaio rapped Flake and fellow Arizona Sen.

John McCain for publicly opposing him, by saying
Arpaio ignored the “rule of law” as sheriff, rather
than getting together with the lawman to get the
facts.
Arpaio concluded, “Now, if President Trump

asked me to run [for whatever office], that’d be a
‘wild card’ to consider.” H

Above, Joe Arpaio (left) stands with his attorney, Mel McDonald, as they speak to the media outside
the U.S. District Court in Phoenix, Ariz. earlier this year. Arpaio was given a much-deserved pardon after
his ridiculous conviction by Judge Susan Bolton, an appointee of President Barack Obama. Hopefully Sher-
iff Joe will run for public office in Arizona, where good public servants appear much needed.

AP PHOTO/ROSS D. FRANKLIN
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By Mark Anderson

N
ot unlike former Arizona Sheriff Joe
Arpaio (see pages 14-15), former Ala-
bama Chief Justice Roy Moore has
twice been put out to pasture, politi-
cally, for not goose-stepping to the

twisted tune of modern political correctness. Yet
the resilient champion of the Ten Commandments
in the courtroom and in the public square has
emerged as the lead candidate in internal polling
for his state’s open Senate seat, according to sev-
eral sources.
Richard Winger of “Ballot Access News,” a not-

ed expert on state elections and their tangled laws
designed in most cases to freeze out minor-party
candidates, wrote that Quin Hilyer, an Alabama res-
ident and an observer of Alabama politics and gov-
ernment, wrote a New York Times op-ed “that pre-
dicts that Roy Moore will win the Sept. 26 Repub-
lican run-off primary for U.S. Senate, and also the
Dec. 12, 2017 special election. There won’t be any-
one on the ballot in the general election except the
Republican and Democrat nominees, because Al-
abama petition requirements for non-presidential
office are so severe.”
While the polling numbers naturally are subject

to shifts, the Washington daily Politico noted that
internal polling, as of Aug. 31, showed Moore lead-
ing at 31%, with current Sen. Luther Strange second

at 23%. Rep. Mo Brooks was coming in third at 21%
as of this writing. The remaining dozen so-called
lesser candidates were shy of 5%. 
Moore’s candidacy came about because Sen. Jeff

Sessions, a former Alabama state official, was
named as attorney general by President Donald J.

Trump. Now-former Gov. Robert Bentley appoint-
ed Strange to Sessions’s vacated seat. But when
Bentley was forced to step down earlier in 2017
amid scandal, his replacement, Gov. Kay Ivey,
scheduled a special election. 
“Moore,” wrote Daniel Strauss of Politico, “has
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Judge roy moore is a survivor and a man of
conviction. After his enemies thought he had been
relegated to the dustbin of history, he has risen
again and is poised to win a GOP run-off primary
for U.S. Senate.



relied on a solid base of conservative and religious
supporters that grew during two stints on the state
Supreme Court, which both ended when he was re-
moved [from office] for defying federal orders to
take down a statue of the Ten Commandments from
government grounds and to issue same-sex mar-
riage licenses.”
Meanwhile, the Republican machine’s backing

of  Strange has produced a rather strange set of cir-
cumstances. A super PAC called the Senate Lead-
ership Fund, run by cohorts of Senate Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.), is among those
backing Strange. Even President Trump has en-
dorsed Strange. 
“But the super PAC’s main focus had been on pre-

venting Brooks, a firebrand member of the House
Freedom Caucus and avowed critic of McConnell,
from overtaking Strange,” Strauss clarified.
“Brooks’s congressional district will become a key
swing region in the runoff between Moore and
Strange, slated for Sept. 26.”
Moore first rose to national prominence as a

county circuit judge, when he refused to remove a
wooden plaque of the Ten Commandments and to
cease prayers before his court sessions. After a suc-
cessful race for state chief justice in 2000, Moore
stuck to his pledge to install the Commandments
at the state Supreme Court. A sculptor he hired cre-
ated a 5,000-pound granite monument, and Moore
had it placed in the Supreme Court building’s ro-
tunda. His refusal to remove it got him removed
from office in 2003, but he won again in 2012, so his

mettle has been tested.
Moore, suspended in 2016 for refusing to follow

the Supreme Court’s ruling allowing same-sex
marriage, maintains he had the authority to order
the state’s 67 county probate judges not to issue
same-sex-couple “marriage” licenses. The sus-
pension happened after the notorious Southern
Poverty Law Center—which is based in Alabama
and operates on the basis of cultural Marxism to
advance political correctness and fight against
Christian ideas of any kind, to any degree, in the
public domain—filed an ethics complaint against
Moore. 
His suspension was issued by a judicial ethics

committee one year ago, in September 2016, which
barred Moore from serving as state chief justice for
the rest of his term, which would have ended in
2019. He eventually resigned.
Moore had directed lower-court judges not to is-

sue marriage licenses to same-sex couples because

Alabama’s state constitution and laws defined
marriage as between a man and a woman. Moore
reasoned that states have the legal authority to de-
fine what marriage is under their laws, and that the
federal government lacks such power—short of a
constitutional amendment. This shows that Moore
understands the often overlooked fact that the fed-
eral government, whenever it acts without first al-
tering its Constitution to provide the authority it
seeks, is acting unlawfully in the final analysis.
While he’s being outspent, Moore “could be an

unusually strong obstacle for Strange in an age of
unsettled Republican primaries,” Strauss wrote at
Politico. “Moore is hoping his years of high-profile
religious fights on the Alabama Supreme Court will
fuel his run more than a high-budget campaign
would have.” H

——
Mark Anderson is a longtime newsman now working as the rov-

ing editor for AFP. Email him at truthhound2@yahoo.com.
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T
he 20th century could accurately be
called the century of deception. Most
AFP readers are well aware of these
historical errors starting with Pearl
Harbor.  Most of us know that Roo-

sevelt, Gen. George Marshall and a few of his in-
ner circle new long in advance that the Japanese
armada was heading in the direction of Pearl Har-
bor, but failed to forewarn Gen. Short or Adm.
Kimmel, who were stationed at Pearl Harbor.
Then came the John F. Kennedy assassination,
and his brother’s, and still later his son who had
to be eliminated to assure Hillary’s chances of be-
ing senator of New York.  We also had the holo-
caust, which Dr. Arthur Butz analyzed in his well-
documented, 400-page book, The Hoax of the
Twentieth Century. The one thing that has
changed America forever, however, was the
false flag attacks of 9/11. There have been many
other false-flag operations since then.  The
world has been conditioned to accept government
explanations of all of these, like the chairman of
the Baptist church with a Ph.D. said just before
I left it over 40 years ago, “Why would our gov-
ernment lie to us?”

MARTIN LUTHER

A few weeks ago I came across a quote from
the greatest reformer of them all, Martin Luther,
who said: “I am not bound by the opinions of
others. These opinions turn into doctrines and
then into dogma.”

I went through this same process about 40
years ago when I realized how we Christians could
be so unconcerned about what was happening to
our nation, and the churches had no solutions for
them, while some of them were unaware that we
even had problems.  Most of you would agree with
me if I told you that the enemies within our gates
have controlled our education from our univer-
sities down to the first grade. The great Christian
history of the founding of our nation is not to be
discussed in them.  Our old history books have
been destroyed and replaced by secular ones that

removed God from being a part of  early Ameri-
ca and also the America of today.

CHANGING CHRISTIANITY

Few people today realize that the same ene-
mies that destroyed our schools knew full well
that they would have to destroy the Christianity
of 1776 that founded our nation.  They knew they
could not make a bold frontal attack on us as that
would only make us stronger and possibly throw
them out. Instead, they decided to change Chris-
tianity to their benefit. It didn’t take long for our
old Christian history books and commentaries to
disappear, never to be seen again—replaced
with new and “improved” books.  The only way
you can change Christianity is from within.     

INTENTIONAL DECEPTION
By now many of you are thinking, how can our

people be so deceived?  To those of you that at-
tend Baptist, Fundamental or Evangelical church-
es, there has been an intentional deception on the
part of our seminaries and theological schools
that is passed down to our pastors, to make the
enemies within our gates appear like they are one
of us.  The great Christian American, Henry Ford,
who spent over $1 million on research for his four-
volume book The International Jew said: “There
was not a seminary in America that had not been
penetrated by the Jews.” A good example is
Moody Bible Institute, the flagship of seminaries.
It had Professor Goldberg as head of the proph-
esy courses.  

THE WORDS OF THE RABBIS
One erroneous and deceptive term that has

come on the scene a few decades ago is Judeo-
Christian.  It’s  better to take the words of the
rabbis to better understand it’s meaning than to
take the words of a Christian  who could be re-
garded as an anti-Semite, another term that
makes no sense. Here the names and the dates
will be listed for these quotes as it would take up
too much space to list their biographies:  

* * *
“There is no such thing as a Judeo-Christian

religion. We consider the two religions so dif-
ferent that one excludes the other.”
—RABBI MOSHE MAGGAL, 1961, when the term

was relatively new.
* * *

“What are usually referred to as the Jewish-
Christian traditions exist only in Christian or
secular fantasy.”

—Rabbi Eliezar Berkowitz, 1966 
* * *

“The Communist soul is the soul of Judaism.”
—RABBI HARRY WATON

* * *
“I call this process the Judaization of Chris-

tianity because Christianity will be the vehicle
through which this society becomes Jewish.”

—RABBI MARTIN SIEGEL, 1972
* * *

“Some call it Marxism. I call it Judaism.”
—RABBI STEPHEN WISE, America’s leading

Rabbi, spoken in 1936.
* * *

“Thanks to the power of our International
banks, we have forced the Christians into wars
without number.  Wars have a special value for
us Jews, since Christians massacre each other
and make room for us Jews. Wars are the
Jews’ harvest:  The Jew banks  grow fat on
Christian wars, and the end is not yet.”

—RABBI REICHORN, 1869
* * *

One thing is certain: There is nothing Jew-
ish about our heritage, our ethics, our
morals, our values or our virtues. It makes
the term Judeo-Christian an oxymoron, as they
are as different as hot and cold or day and night.

Since He knows the end from the beginning,
why would God Almighty choose these anti-Christ
people to be His chosen people, above all people
on Earth?

END FAR FROM OVER
No, the end was far from over. Aleksandr

Solzhenitsn (1918-2008), the Nobel-Prize-win-
ning novelist and historian, estimated the num-
ber of Christian Russians tortured and mur-
dered by the Jewish Bolsheviks between 1918 and
1957 as 66 million. The many means of torture
were so brutal and painful that I hate to write
about it or even think about it. For those who are
not enlightened by their pastors, this sounds like

THE CENTURY OF DECEPTION

rAbbI STePHeN WISe
Foreign-born American Zionist rabbi.

mArTIN luTHer
Warned of “enemy within the gates.”
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a great tribulation.  The above quotes, along with
many others, are never made known to our
young men attending the seminaries, and God for-
bid that they should ever be taught anything in
or about the Talmud. They are taught to believe
that the people called Jews today represent all 12
tribes and they are “God’s chosen people,” the
greatest enemy of Christ and Christians for the
last 2,000 years.

CHURCH DOCTRINE
A few months after leaving the church, I had

coffee with the pastor, who I knew well.  After
talking for a while, I said that church doctrine now
supersedes Bible doctrine.  I was more than a lit-
tle amazed when he agreed.  We have been de-
ceitfully told that the word Jew and Israel are syn-
onymous, when the 1980 Jewish Almanac clear-
ly states the following. “It is incorrect to call
an ancient Israelite a Jew, and it is also in-
correct to call a contemporary Jew an Is-
raelite or a Hebrew.”We are also told that we
believe in the same God, even after Christ told us,
“He that hateth me, hateth my father also.” Vir-
tually all Jews hate Christ and Christianity as it
is a part of their religion and their Talmud.
These are, by definition, God haters.

ALL ABOUT ABRAHAM
After leaving the church, I really had no idea

of what the Bible was all about. It did not take
long to find out that from Genesis 12:3 to the end
of Revelation that the Bible was a story of one
man’s family, Abraham and his descendants.
That’s why Abraham’s name was mentioned 66
times in the NT.  It did not take long to realize that
about 75% of the Bible centers around govern-
ment, a fact that is never mentioned in today’s
churches, even when Isaiah tells us of a time
when the government shall be upon His shoulder.
Man (mamon) has done a miserable job on it for
the last 4,000 years, and it just gets worse.  In ear-
ly America, only Christians were allowed to
hold office or vote.  It has now gotten to the point
that a foreign-born alien Muslim stranger can be-
come president—and even illegals can vote!  

JACOB AND ESAU
The Bible also centers around an age-long fight

between two brothers, Jacob/Israel and
Esau/Edom, which also runs from Genesis to Rev-
elation, and today most pastors are unaware of
who these brothers’ descendants are. Christ re-
ferred to them as the wheat and the tares.  The
Bible is also a tale of two cities that runs though
the entire Bible: The Old Jerusalem and the New
Jerusalem, and Ancient Babylon and Mystery
Babylon. The Old Jerusalem is not the New
Jerusalem and Mystery Babylon is not a geo-
graphical place on Earth.  Instead, it refers to the
invisible beast system that’s in control now,

JUSTICE AN ILLUSION
Most pastors including Baptists and their

people are not truth seekers, as they have been
so programmed to automatically reject anything

that is contrary to their paradigms. The people go
to the pastors for answers and the pastors rely
on their Zionist books and commentaries.  They
are not like the Behrens of old that searched the
Scriptures to see if these things be so.  Instead,
this dissertation is written for the thousands that
are questioning the reasons why these things are
not mentioned in the churches they attend. God
is not impressed with our religiosity, piety or self-
righteousness. He wants righteousness and jus-
tice in the land.  Our righteousness is now a thing
of the past, and justice is just an illusion.

BELIEVERS AND UNBELIEVERS
Jesus said, “Be not unequally yoked to-

gether with unbelievers.”  We are now yoked
together with the most brutal, racist and anti-
Christ nation on Earth, while our media keeps
telling us what a great ally they are.  By attack-
ing our USS Liberty ship in broad daylight,
killing 34 and wounding and burning over 174 of
our sailors, Israel became the only nation in the
world that can attack us with impunity. President

Washington, in his historical farewell address, told
us not to be involved in Europe’s wars. That could
also apply to the Middle East today.  There was
a time when America was regarded by the world
as the most God-blessed nation on Earth. Today
we have become the most feared nation on
Earth, with 150 air bases and over 1,000 military
bases around the world. Most of our pastors see
nothing wrong with that, and some of them ap-
prove of our empire building, the overthrowing
of foreign leaders by demonizing them first in the
media, and our endless wars.

TELEVISION “PROGRAMS”
A few years ago at a Democratic National Con-

vention Reception celebrating Jewish Heritage
Month,  Joe Biden, our VP, said the following, “It
wasn’t anything we legislatively did. It was ‘Will
& Grace’ [an NBC television show], it was social
media. Literally. That’s what changed people’s
attitudes. That’s why I was so certain that the
vast majority of people would embrace and rap-
idly embrace gay marriage.” 

He then added, “The influence is immense.

And I might add, it’s all to the good.”  There’s a
reason these TV shows are called “programs,” as
they are used to program our minds to conform
to their goals.

CHRISTIAN ZIONISM
Another term that has become popular is

Christian Zionism.  Many are deceived by it’s
name as they think it is sourced from the Bible.
Zionism is a political action coalition concerned
only with the advancement of Jewish Zionist
goals.  They stand against our Christian heri tage,
morals, ethics, and our values. Unfortunately,
there are millions more Christian Zionists than
Jewish Zionists working for their goals.    

* * *
For those of you reading this, I would like to

ask the following question:  “Do you think it’s right
to take the Lord’s money and give it to a church
that praises and forgives a nation and a people
that are doing their best to destroy everything our
1776 Christian Americans fought and died for?”   

CONFORMING TO THE PROGRAMMING
I have three Baptist pastors in my family in-

cluding my brother, with a Divinity Degree, who
has been preaching for over 55 years.  None of
them will accept a Bible verse that does not con-
form to their Zionist-programmed minds. One na-
tionally known Baptist pastor that has taken the
time to think outside the box is Dr. Chuck Bald-
win. He is a life-long student of the Bible who
started as soon as he could read. He has degrees
from three Bible colleges and institutes, and at-
tended a fourth.  During his 40-plus years of min-
istry, he pastored a Baptist church for 35 years:
the second, a non denominational fellowship for
seven years.  A few years ago, he and his extended
family, along with some members of his church,
left sunny Florida and moved to northern Mon-
tana.  He has dropped the 501c3 tax exemption,
and is now able to preach Bible truth, as well as
what’s happening to America and who’s respon-
sible.  It’s been a pleasure to support him, even
though it’s not tax deductible.     

I urge you to go to Chuck BaldwinLive.com,
and see what his ministry is all about. He emails,
at no cost, a weekly and interesting newsletter
every Thursday.  I have many of them stored in
my computer. If you would like to see a couple,
just email sommerville76@msn.com or write me
at Ed Sommerville, 291 Misty Meadows Lane,
Menasha, WI 54952 if you care to discuss anything
I have written in the ad, or want to learn more of
what you haven’t been told. Email for the same
purpose. I think it’s time for our Christian patri-
ots to wake up and see how cunningly so many
of us were and continue to be deceived. •

GeorGe WASHINGToN
Don’t get involved in foreign wars.

NoTe: This is a paid advertisement.
AFP does not endorse nor disavow the opin-
ions contained within. In the spirit of freedom
of speech, AFP will allow advertisers to voice
opinions that could offend some readers.—Ed.



By Dave Gahary

F
ive years ago this week, when AMERICAN
FREE PRESS was the first national news-
paper to break the story on a San Anto-
nio, Texas school attempting to force all
4,200 students “to wear radio frequency

identification (RFID) microchips embedded in
the student IDs worn around their necks,” it may
have seemed to most readers the stuff of science
fiction. Not only is the technology more advanced
today, however, it’s gaining acceptance as well.
Although the teenage heroine in AFP roving ed-

itor Mark Anderson’s 2012 report—Andrea Her-
nandez—eventually won her battle based on reli-
gious beliefs that opposed being “chipped,” having
microchips voluntarily injected subcutaneously is
now a growing fad.
Around two years after AFP’s report, the BBC re-

ported on a company that’s perfecting the art of
chipping. In Sweden, a high-technology office
complex—Epicenter—is offering chipping to any
employee who wants it, and many are jumping at
the chance. Even BBC reporter Rory Cellan-
Jones—who wrote the Jan. 29, 2015 article entitled
“Office puts chips under staff’s skin”—volunteered
to have the device, about the size of a grain of rice,
implanted in his hand, between his thumb and in-
dex finger. He explained the process in the article.

First, he massaged the skin between my
thumb and index finger and rubbed in some dis-

infectant. The[n] he told me to take a deep breath
while he inserted the chip. There was a moment
of pain—not much worse than any injection—and
then he stuck a plaster [an adhesive bandage]
over my hand.

Eventually, all 700 employees working in the com-
plex were to be offered the “opportunity” to be
chipped.
The man implanting the chips—Hannes Sjoblad,

who works for the Swedish “biohacking” compa-
ny BioNyfiken—told the reporter:

We already interact with technology all the
time. Today it’s a bit messy—we need pin codes
and passwords. Wouldn’t it be easy to just touch
with your hand? That’s really intuitive. We want
to be able to understand this technology before
big corporates and big government come to us
and say everyone should get chipped—the tax au-
thority chip, the Google or Facebook chip.

An Associated Press (AP) article updating Epi-
center’s “progress,” reported that of the “more than
100 companies and some 2,000 workers . . . about
150 workers have them.” The report notes a com-
pany in Belgium “also offers its employees such im-
plants, and there are isolated cases around the world
where tech enthusiasts have tried this out in recent
years.”
“The implants have become so popular,” reports

AP, “that Epicenter workers stage monthly events
where attendees have the option of being ‘chipped’
for free.”
Now the chipping craze has crossed the pond.
As reported in the pages of USA Today on July

24, a “Wisconsin technology firm has begun offer-
ing employees microchip implants so they can [en-
ter the company building without a swipe card] and
purchase food at work.” The company, Three
Square Market (32M)—which is partnering with
BioNyfiken—“has over 50 employees who plan to
have the devices implanted.”
According to a company press release, 32M “is

offering implanted chip technology to all of their
employees. Employees will be chipped at the 32M
inaugural ‘chip party’ hosted at their headquarters
in River Falls, Wisc. on Aug. 1, 2017. Employees will
be implanted with a RFID chip allowing them to
make purchases in their break room micro market,
open doors, log in to computers, use the copy ma-
chine etc.”
CEO Todd Westby states: “We foresee the use of

RFID technology to drive everything from making
purchases in our office break room market, open-

Company Wants Employees ‘Chipped’
• Wisconsin company says bio-chips can replace swipe cards, log in to computers, order food
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desses, myths, rituals, legends, ceremonies, customs
and beliefs that contributed to its creation and de-
velopment. Special emphasis is placed on ancient
Egypt, where a majority of our modern Christmas
traditions can be traced. 

From every major facet of the Nativity to the dé-
cor and traditions of Christmas celebrations, pa-
ganism permeates the Christian tradition and His
messianic birthday celebration. Even Santa Claus and
St. Nicholas were Christianizations of pagan ideas.
Seabrook also discloses pagan-rooted celebrations practiced around the globe today.

But Christmas celebrations were not always so well received. Fourth-century church
father Origen strenuously opposed the holiday exactly because of its pagan roots. He
believed there were far too many obvious pagan rituals being incorporated into Chris-
tan celebrations. You’ll learn about that, too—and more.
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“The RFID chip lets you enter
the building, log in to your
computer, and buy food
at the company market.
It can also track you.



ing doors, use of copy machines, logging into our
office computers, unlocking phones, sharing busi-
ness cards, storing medical/health information, and
used as payment at other RFID terminals. Even-
tually, this technology will become standardized al-
lowing you to use this as your passport, public tran-
sit, all purchasing opportunities etc.”
Vice President of International Sales Tony Dan-

na added, “We see chip technology as the next evo-
lution in payment systems.”
Fortunately for those neo-luddites among us, not

everyone is as eager to step into this brave, new
world. State lawmakers in Nevada heard testimo-
ny earlier this year regarding chipping.
Legislation introduced by state Sen. Becky Har-

ris “would bar forcefully implanted tracking mi-
crochips,” reported the Reno Gazette-Journal on
Feb. 13. Sen. Harris believes “the chips pose serious
ethical concerns, such as who owns the information
stored on the chip and who owns the chip itself.”
She’s also concerned that the chips could be

“hacked,” allowing someone unauthorized access
to the chip for an illegal purpose.

“There’s no cryptology or protection measures
that we’re aware of that are placed on these chips,
so it’s possible to hack the information contained
within the chips,” she said. “It is possible that you
could harass or stalk chipped individuals with the
right type of reader.”
Sen. Harris also claims “the chips also pose a po-

tential health problem, citing studies that found fi-
brosarcoma and sarcoma, a malignant cancerous
tumor, at injection sites in animal testing.”
Humans morphing into cancerous cyborgs may

have come to pass, but it’s not fazing certain por-
tions of the younger generation.
A 25-year-old employee who works for a com-

pany in the Epicenter complex, Sandra Haglof, is
ready for the transformation.
Laughing, she told AP, “I want to be part of the

future.” H
——

Dave Gahary, a former submariner in the U.S. Navy, prevailed in a
suit brought by the New York Stock Exchange in an attempt to silence
him. Dave is the producer of an upcoming full-length feature film about
the attack on the USS Liberty. See erasingtheliberty.com or call (850)
677-0344 for more information.
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WRONG! THE IRS HAS LOST IN COURT . . .
It was a loss so devastating that a Federal judge said, “If everyone did what this person
did, it would be the end of this government!” and he didn’t even use a lawyer. He proved
that he is not a taxpayer as defined by the Code. You can do the same. All evidence is
provided. If you are not a taxpayer, the IRS code does not apply. Stop employers from
being unlawful withholding agents. Stop Liens and Levies. One call does it all.

call: 401-226-5961 or visit www.GetoutofTaxcode.net

THE IRS NEVER LOSES A CASE—RIGHT?

This photo of Jowan osterlund of Biohax with one of the company’s implantable RFID microchips. Three
Square Market, a company in Wisconsin, is partnering with Biohax to offer the chips to employees. The
chips will allow employees to enter the building, purchase items in the break room micro-market, log in to
their computers, and use the copy machine. One would think they could also be tracked with the chip.
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A South African’s Warning
• Activist wraps up six-month tour of America to bring attention to genocide

By Dave Gahary

S
PRINGTOWN, Pa.—To hear from a 46-
year-old South African that his country
is on the verge of complete collapse and
the organization he represents exists
solely to prepare for a civil war between

blacks and whites, you may think Simon Roche
(pronounced “rosh”) is a bit over the top. Once he
makes his case, however, it’s apparent where his
sense of alarm arises from and why he fears that
America is careening toward the same fate.
In his last interview with this newspaper before

heading back to his country after a six-month tour
here, Roche discussed his background and what
the organization he’s affiliated with, Suidlanders
(pronounced “sightlahnders”), is attempting to do.
Suidlanders, as Roche told this reporter at the

Aug. 26 conference of Don Wassall’s The Nation-
alist Times at the Springtown Rod & Gun Club, and
in a Sept. 1 one-hour telephone interview, “is the
world’s largest non-state civil defense organization
. . . constituted under international law.” Roche and
his compatriots are, as previously noted, “prepar-
ing for a civil war in South Africa, which is some-
thing that has been promised to the white people
by black leaders in South Africa on many occa-
sions.”
He explained, “Our leader, the founder of our

organization, had the foresight, some years ago,
to begin to prepare in this manner, in a legal, non-
militant, non-militaristic, non-seditious, non-in-
surrectionist manner, to protect civilian non-
combatants . . . to provide a civil defense solution
to non-combatants in the event of the civil war.”
That leader, Gustav Müller, was in the South

African Defense Force in military intelligence, “so
he has a background in risk analysis and scenario
planning,” said Roche. “He was in the Defense
Force at a time when we were fighting nine
coun tries on the borders of South Africa and at a
time when there was massive instability internally;
the African National Congress’s armed wing was
terrorizing people.”
“Gustav was in a situation where he was re-

quired—every day of his life—to think very hard,
to analyze, and assist . . . how things were going
to play out, what was happening next, what in-
telligence could be produced from the information
on the ground,” explained Roche. “And that gave
him an insight into how things might transpire in
South Africa. He believed that things would end
very badly once the African National Congress
[ANC] took power, as they did on the 27th of April

1994. Then he sort of bided his time for a while,
observing how things were playing out, and it be-
came clearer and clearer to him over time that the
[ANC], as a communist entity, was leading South
Africa down a path of destruction.”
Although a white man, Roche is not of Dutch

ancestry, which were the original white settlers to
South Africa. As the story goes, one of the Dutch
East India Company’s ships had been stranded in
1648 and the castaways “were so impressed with
the natural resources of the country” that they
launched an expedition four years later for a per-
manent settlement.
“I come from Irish ancestry,” explained Roche,

“so I’m not part of that portion of the white peo-
ple of South Africa who have been there since April
6, 1652, when the first permanent [white] settle-
ment was established in South Africa. I am fourth-
generation Irish, of Irish stock, and my forebears
came to South Africa in the late 1800s.”
Around 80% of South Africa’s 55 million in-

habitants are black, while whites comprise a

mere 8.1% of the total. The majority of the work-
ing population, however, is out of work.
“The official unemployment figures—which

are generally regarded as understated—are 38.1%,”
explained Roche. “In fact, an international firm has
just released [a report] in the past couple of days
that alludes to an unemployment rate of something
like . . . 56.3%. We have recently been downgrad-
ed, that is to say, South Africa’s sovereign bond rat-
ing, has been downgraded by Moody’s, Fitch, and
Standard & Poor’s, to junk status.”
The collapsing economy and the hate pouring

from the lips of South Africa’s black “leaders” have
created some horrendous fallout.
“We have amongst the highest rates of murder

and rape in the world generally, across the board,”
said Roche. “And the murder of white farmers by
black people in South Africa is the highest rate of
murder of any city, anywhere in the world, by a
country mile. The murder of whites generally by
black people is also a phenomenally high figure.
It’s something like 1,370% greater than the murder
rate of all Americans, regardless of what race they
are and by which race they are murdered. And
these indicators, coming as they do, in tandem,
with the promises that we’ve received from black
leaders, particularly over the past year, of a race-
based civil war to wipe out all whites, is fairly per-
suasive.”
To highlight how stark the South African mur-

der rate is, Roche provided a comparison.
“To give you an idea, the murders of whites be-

tween the first and the 14th of February this year,
inclusive, was greater than the number of murders
committed in the Republic of Ireland—which has
a population of a similar size to the white popu-
lation in South Africa—over the past 30 years,” he
said. “Over 74,000 white people have been mur-
dered by black people since the beginning of this
new South African ‘rainbow nation’ multiracial
democracy.”
Roche blames others—not just the blacks who

have been incited to murder whites—for the
damage done to his country.
“We had a certain dialectic rammed down our

throats by the international news media, the
globalist news media, the liberal elites, and the ac-
ademic elites, for about 40 years, who’ve said that
apartheid is bad; those who support apartheid, the
white South Africans, are bad people; that the
blacks are innocent victims who can do no wrong;
that the [ANC] is without peer; that Nelson Man-
dela was a pure soul,” he said. “Many white peo-
ple, many conservative white people—I count
some in my own family in that group—began to
believe that everything that they thought, every

Simon roche is a member of the Suidlanders, a
peaceful, non-seditious civil defense organization in-
dependently founded but legally recognized by the
government. The purpose of the Suidlanders is to en-
sure that whites have a chance to survive should a
race war break out, which has been promised by
South Africa’s black leaders on numerous occasions.

SImoN rocHe
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commonsense conclusion that they’d drawn by
themselves in their lives, was false, and that it was
time to be harmonious and integrated.”
Roche touched on some of the parallels between

South Africa and the U.S.
“We . . . have seen what happens when you put

the liberals in charge,” he said. “You guys—with
all due respect—should know this yourselves, be-
cause you have certain litmus tests. You’re able to
see what happens when the liberals run a city like
Chicago or Detroit or Baltimore or Atlanta into the
ground for 40, 50, or 60 years.”
“What happened in South Africa and what is

happening in the U.S.A.,” he continued, “are, for

all intents and purposes, identical. The media, the
liberal elites, and the academic elites are per-
suading Americans to adopt their views, which are
completely anti-American. They’ve taken the
U.S.A. and sort of twisted it, by five degrees at a
time, to adopt values which were never part of the
core identity of America. And they persuaded you
that this is how you always thought. It’s unbe-
lievable.” H
——

Dave Gahary, a former submariner in the U.S. Navy, prevailed in
a suit brought by the New York Stock Exchange in an attempt to si-
lence him. Dave is the producer of an upcoming full-length feature
film about the attack on the USS Liberty. See erasingtheliberty.com
or call (850) 677-0344 for more information.
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Since the takeover of the black communists in South Africa 24 years ago, life for whites has deterio-
rated rapidly to the point where being a farmer in South Africa is now the world’s most dangerous profes-
sion with hundreds being killed every year. Much of the blame for the epidemic of crimes against white
South Africans can be placed at the feet of South Africa’s black politicians, who have promised a genocide
will inevitably be unleashed upon the whites still living there. Whites currently make up 8.1% of the popu-
lation, with blacks comprising 80.7%. In response to the deteriorating situation, a group called the Suid-
landers—the largest non-state civil defense organization in the world—has been formed to help whites
survive should a civil war break out. 

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s

The Great Boer War

B
y Arthur Conan Doyle. This book was one of
the first complete histories of the Anglo-Boer
War written as it happened. First published in
1902, Conan Doyle’s book became the stan-

dard by which all other histories of that conflict were meas-
ured. Doyle longed to fight as a soldier. After writing about
war in many of his books, he actually wanted to experi-
ence it firsthand. He was rejected for service as a soldier,
but, due to his medical background, was accepted in the
British army as a doctor. Though he was saw a small por-
tion of the war, he did go back and revise his book more
than a dozen times to correct errors and add additional
material.  

Chapters include: The Boer Nations; The Cause of
Quarrel; The Negotiations; The Eve of War; Talana Hill;
Elandslaagte and Rietfontein; The Battle of Ladysmith;
Lord Methuen’s Advance; The Battle of Magersfontein;
The Battle of Stormberg; The Battle of Colenso; The
Dark Hour; The Siege of Ladysmith; The Colesberg
Operations; Spioen Kop; Vaalkranz; Buller’s Final Ad-
vance; The Siege and Relief of Kimberley; Paardeberg;
Roberts’ Advance on Bloemfontein; Strategic Effects of
Lord Roberts’ March; The Halt at Bloemfontein; The
Clearing of The South-East; The Siege of Mafeking; The
March On Pretoria; Diamond Hill—Rundle’s Opera-
tions; The Lines of Communication; The Halt at Preto-
ria; The Advance to Komatipoort; The Campaign of De
Wet; The Guerilla Warfare in the Transvaal: Nooit -
gedacht; The Second Invasion of Cape Colony; The
Northern Operations from January to April 1901; The
Winter Campaign From April to September 1901; The
Guerilla Operations In Cape Colony; The Spring Cam-
paign from September to December 1901; The Cam-
paign of January to April 1902; and De la Rey’s
Campaign of 1902.

Softcover, reset with two dozen unique and rare pic-
tures from the conflict, 262 pages, #744, $15minus 10%
for TBR subscribers. Cash, check, money order only!
Send order to TBR, P.O. Box 15877, Washington,
D.C. 20003. See also www.BarnesReview.com. For
S&H outside the U.S. email sales@barnesreview.org for
S&H. Expect delivery in 2-3 weeks after we receive the
order.

From Tbr booK club

The Holocaust of the Boers:
The March/April 2017 issue of TBR magazine
Get your copy of the March/April 2017 issue of THE BARNES REVIEW history mag-
azine in which we discuss the attempted genocide of the Boer people of South
Africa. In a brazen attempt to steal the land and mineral wealth of the German set-
tlers of South Africa, the British unleashed several wars in which the civilians of the
Boer regions resisted courageously. Many died in brutal concentration camps set up
by the Brits, as the war was waged on civilians as well as Boer militias. Get the whole
story by ordering a copy of this amazing issue. Send $8 plus $5 S&H to TBR, P.O.
Box 15877, Washington, D.C. 20003 with your request for this 80-page issue.
Other subjects also covered in this heavily illustrated magazine of real history. Cash,
check, money order only. Outside U.S. email sales@barnesreview.org.



By Richard Walker

T
he White House may be planning to
wreck the Iran nuclear deal in a move
that many experts believe would have
the potential to lead to a major war.
Moscow, one of the signatories to the

2015 deal with Iran, has privately warned the
White House that moves to undermine the deal or
to wreck it could lead to a conflict that would set
the Middle East on fire and have ramifications well
beyond the region. China and the European Union
(EU) have expressed similar sentiments in coded
messages to Washington diplomats.
The 2015 deal, known as the Joint Comprehen-

sive Plan of Action (JCPOA), was negotiated by Rus-
sia, China, France, Germany, Russia, and Britain.
It permitted regular inspections of Iran’s nuclear
sites by the UN’s International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), to ensure Iran was not producing
materials to make nuclear weapons.  All parties to
the deal, except the new Trump administration,
agree that Iran has abided by the terms of the deal.
President Donald Trump said he “personally be-

lieves” Iran has not kept to its part of the bargain.
However, he has offered no evidence to support his
personal conjecture, a position hardly worthy of a
U.S. president in respect to such a serious issue.
A British diplomat, who spoke to AFP on con-

dition of anonymity this summer in Europe, ex-
pressed concern that a cabal within the Trump
White House was aligning itself with pro-Israel and
pro-Saudi elements on Capitol Hill and in Wash-

ington to scupper the Iran deal.
“The shocking part of this,” he remarked, “is that

if we could negotiate a similar deal with North Ko-
rea there would be celebrations in every major cap-
ital, and the world would be a safer place. The idea
that a group that hates Iran wants to take us down
this road is ridiculous.”
A source with intimate knowledge of the Krem-

lin was more blunt when this writer asked about ru-
mors that the Trump administration was bent on
punishing Iran with more sanctions to kill the deal.
“The only outcome of such a policy is that Iran

will no longer be constrained from pursuing a nu-
clear device. The only way to stop that will be to
bomb its whole nuclear infrastructure. That’s what
some elements in Washington, Tel Aviv, and Riyadh
are hoping for, but they might not like the outcome
in the long term.  In the short term, there is an ef-

fort to get access to Iranian military sites for so-
called inspections with the plan to put them on a
future Israeli targeting list.” 
The rumors about a White House plan to take

down the Iran deal have not been merely specula-
tive. Recently, Nikki Haley, U.S. ambassador to the
UN, paid a private visit to IAEA headquarters in
Geneva seeking information to confirm Trump’s per-
sonal feeling that Iran was breaking the deal. By all
accounts she came away from the visit with no in-
criminating data. Nevertheless, she confirmed
what Moscow was seeing through its own sources. 
Leading neoconservative John Bolton, who has

campaigned against any rapprochement with Iran
over the years, has made it clear publicly that he ad-
vised the president to abandon the nuclear deal and
take a tougher line with Iran. 
Bolton’s views are shared by many on Capitol

Killing Iran Nuke Deal Dangerous
• Russia, China, Europe warn they will not punish Iran for abiding by treaty 

By Mary Louise Roberts

Ignore the lascivious subtitle: This is
a serious book about how a con-
quering army—even if it be one of
your “allies”—treats the host pop-

ulation, especially its womenfolk.
How do you convince men to charge

across heavily mined beaches into deadly
machine-gun fire? Do you appeal to their
bonds with their fellow soldiers, their pa-
triotism, their desire to end tyranny and
mass murder? Certainly, but if you’re the
U.S. Army in 1944, you also try another
tack: You dangle the lure of beautiful
French women, waiting just on the other
side of the wire, ready to reward their lib-
erators in so many ways.

That’s not the picture of the Greatest

Generation that we’ve been given, but
it’s the one Roberts paints to devastating
effect in What Soldiers Do. Drawing on
an incredible range of sources, including
news reports, propaganda and training
materials, official planning documents,
wartime diaries, and memoirs, Roberts
tells the fascinating and troubling story
of how the U.S. military command sys-
tematically spread—and then exploited—
the myth of French women as sexually
experienced and available. The resulting
chaos—ranging from flagrant public acts
with prostitutes to outright rape and
rampant venereal disease—horrified the
war-weary and demoralized French pop-
ulation. The sexual predation, and the
blithe response of the American military
leadership, also caused serious friction be-

tween the two nations just as they were
attempting to settle questions of control
over the liberated territories and the
restoration of French sovereignty. 

While never denying the achievement
of D-Day, or the bravery of the soldiers
who took part, What Soldiers Do reminds
us that history is always more useful—
and more interesting—when it is most
honest, and when it goes beyond the
burnished beauty of nostalgia to grapple
with the real lives and real mistakes of the
people who lived it.

Softcover, 368 pages, #770, $22
minus 10% for BARNES REVIEW sub-
scribers. Send your order to THE BARNES
REVIEW, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue,
Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
or call 1-877-773-9077 toll free to order.

What Soldiers Do: Sex and the American GI in WWII France
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Thinks deal a bad one. Can’t find evidence. Wants Iran destroyed. U.S. the one in violation.



Hill. They talk about Iran being a clear and present
danger, a view not shared by Russia, China or the
EU, but very definitely by Israel and Saudi Arabia. 
Kaveh Afrasiabi, who advised Iran during the nu-

clear negotiations, believes Washington is already
in breach of the 2015 agreement by imposing new
sanctions on Iran when all the other parties accept
that Iran is compliant. He has pointed out something
that is not mentioned by the mainstream media:
Since the deal was struck, EU corporations have
benefited tremendously by negotiating billion-dol-
lar contracts with Iran whereas the Trump ad-
ministration has “self-sanctioned” U.S. corporations
that have been willing to sell everything from planes
to cars to Iran. That, he says, is why the EU will not
toe the Washington line on Iran and neither will Chi-
na or Russia, leaving the U.S. potentially isolated
if it goes it alone to destroy the agreement.  
According to Afrasiaba, Washington had turned

over its Iran policy to D.C. hardliners. His view is
one shared in many Western capitals and especially
in Moscow, where there is a growing fear that
Trump will adopt an Israeli view of Iran that
could drag Russia into a conflict on the side of Iran. 
The growing antagonism toward Iran comes at

a time when Iran has played a major role with Rus-
sia in defeating ISIS in Iraq and Syria. That has con-
vinced some Israeli hardliners and the Saudis, along
with neocons in Washington, that Iran has too much
influence. But Russia’s growing role in the region
could well ensure that the hardliners in Washing-
ton, Tel Aviv, and Riyadh may not get their wish to
see Iran bombed. H
——

Richard Walker is the nom de plume of a former New York mainstream news
producer who grew tired of seeing his articles censored by his bosses.
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Pre-Order the Upcoming Issue of THE BARNES REVIEW

DEFENDING DIXIE
The idea that those with

ancestors who fought on
the Southern side of the
War Between the States

should be ashamed of their sacri-
fices or that the Southern flag dis-
played in any form is merely a
symbol of bigotry, hatred and
racial oppression is ridiculous. Per-
haps for some it is. But not for the
99% of right-thinking Americans
who relish true history.

The facts is, when most South -
 erners look at that flag they do not
even think of slavery. They think
about the courage it took to fight
for self-determination and states’
rights—something the Powers
That Be hate you contemplating.
The guilt trip the rabid, radical left is foisting on South-
erners is the cornerstone of an effort to bring the people
of the South to heel and into the New World Order.

But a good dose of the truth is what they all need!
In this special, expanded 112-page issue we have as-

sembled as many interviews and Revisionist articles as we
could jam in explaining these facts. (It could have been
500 pages.)

Articles in this issue cover:
• The real reasons behind the removal of monuments

dedicated to Southern heroes;
• The truth about the Fort Pillow “massacre”;
• An honest appraisal of the Gray Ghost;
• Tariffs: The real cause of the war;
• Interviews with monument activists and historians

Lochlainn Seabrook, Ed deVries and Charles Edward
Lincoln III;

• Secret societies and the Civil War;
• Blockade-runners of the South;
• Sherman’s annihilation policy;
• Dixie’s dark secret: rich, black slaveholders;
• Memoirs of a Rebel private;

• The Cherokee general;
• The Missouri exodus;
• The cultural cleansing of the

South;
• Maryland state song on the

chopping block;
• The Jim Crow double-cross

and more!
We need to get as many copies

of this special expanded edition of
THE BARNES REVIEW into the hands
of as many people as possible, and
you can help us in this endeavor for
the sake of true history, our past and
our future. Individual issues of this
112-page issue are available in bulk
and are discounted: the more you
buy, the lower the price.

NOTE HOWEVER:We have
only ordered an extra 400 of this issue, so, if you would
like one for yourself and are not a subscriber, please pre-
order now. The issue is at the printer now and will be in
the hands of subscribers in several weeks as the
Sept./Oct.2017 issue.

BULK PRICES: 1-5 copies are $10 each. 6-10
copies are $9 each. 11-25 are $8 each. 26 or more are $7
each. No further discounts. In the U.S. add $5 S&H on
orders up to $50. Add $10 S&H on orders from $50.01
to $100. Add $15 S&H on orders over $100. Outside
U.S. email sales@barnesreview.org for foreign S&H.
Check, cash and  money order accepted.

Send payment using the form below and mail to
TBR, P.O. Box 15877, Washington, D.C. 20003. Call
1-877-773-9077 toll free to reserve your issues in ad-
vance. You can pay online (at the time we went to press!)
at www.BarnesReview.com.

Don’t let the left dictate our history! Show the world
that the North, South, East, and West of this nation have
people who understand that the mainstream narrative
about our country is a fraud designed to separate us from
our glorious past and cause racial dissension!

PRE-ORDER Your Copy of “Defending Dixie” Here—
The SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER Issue of TBR Magazine

o Please send me ____ copies of the September/
October 2017 “Defending Dixie” issue of TBR when it
comes off the press. 112 pages, perfect bound, illustrated.
Prices are as follows: • 1-5 copies are $10 each. • 6-10
copies are $9 each. • 11-25 copies are $8 each. • 26 or
more copies are $7 each. Add S&H in the u.S.: Add $5
S&H on orders up to $50 Add $10 S&H on orders from
$50.01 to $100. Add $15 S&H on orders over $100. (Out-
side the U.S. email sales@barnesreview.org for S&H to
your nation.)

o GeT THIS ISSue Free when you subscribe to Tbr
for one year in the u.S. at $56 (six issues).

o GeT THIS ISSue Free when you subscribe to Tbr
for one year in the u.S. at $66 (six issues) and we will
also include a Free 4-foot by 6-foot Third National
Flag of the confederacy.

PAymeNT oPTIoNS:
o CASH   o CHECK   o MONEY ORDER

Call 1-877-773-9077 Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET to discuss what
electronic payment options we have available at this time.
NAME____________________________________________

ADDRESS ________________________________________

_________________________________________________

CITY ____________________________________________

STATE/ZIP __________________________________
EMAIL _____________________________________
PHONE____________________________________
Send form to THE BARNES REVIEW, P.O. Box 15877,
Washington, D.C. 20003. 

Just about everybody in the world, including Rus-
sia, China, the EU, and the IAEA, believes that Iran
is abiding by the nuclear agreement crafted and
signed by the world’s major powers—everyone ex-
cept, it appears, Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel and
some of his Saudi minions. They are concerned
about Shiite Iran’s growing influence in the region.
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Get the Conspiracy Hall of Fame FREE!
Renew Your AFP Subscription Today & Get This Rare Thorn Book

Victor Thornwas indisputably one of the most
prolific and accurate conspiracy researchers in
modern history. It was he who composed the
Hillary (And Bill) trilogy that no doubt helped

send Hillary Clinton to defeat in the 2016 presidential
election. He was praised by bestselling author Roger Stone
in Stone’s book The Clintons’ War on Women. Thorn was
also lauded by black nationalist leader Louis Farrakhan
as the best source for information about the terror attacks
of Sept. 11, 2001, which many agree was an inside job.
Victor’s book on the Holocaust is one of the most pop-
ular books on the subject ever written.
The list of the books Victor published comprises over

50 titles, some of which we are sure you have never even
heard. But who did Victor think were the most avant
garde conspiracy researchers in recent history? Who in-
fluenced his writings and worldview? What topics most
interested those in his “conspiracy hall of fame”?
In Victor Thorn’s Conspiracy Hall of Fame, Thorn

chose those he thought were the most daring and im-
portant thinkers and researchers all in one volume—and

provided a synopsis of their work and why he felt it was
so important. These names include Bill Cooper, Gary
Allen, Michael Collins Piper, Alex Constantine, Zecharia
Sitchin, Texe Marrs, Ben Freedman, William Guy
Carr, Jim Keith, Mike Hoffman, Des Griffin, John Cole-
man, Mae Brussell, Gary Webb, Adam Gorightly,
Ralph Epperson, and many more. The book also includes
a section on the strange circumstances surrounding the
shooting of Arizona Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords.
That incident also resulted in the death of a federal judge.
Now you can get this information-packed, cutting-

edge 44-page book FREE just by renewing your
AMERICAN FREE PRESS subscription at the low $53 re-
newal rate—that’s 10% off plus you get Victor Thorn’s
Conspiracy Hall of Fame FREE!
Just complete and return the form below to AFP,

16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper Marlboro,
MD 20774. You may also call 1-888-699-6397 toll free,
Mon.-Thu. 9-5 to renew. This offer valid only inside the
United States. Outside the U.S., call AMERICAN FREE
PRESS at 202-544-5977 for foreign rates.
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By James Spounias

F
or-profit versus non-profit healthcare is
a crucial fact not properly addressed in
the healthcare crisis discussion, espe-
cially when it relates to what con-
tributed to the escalation of healthcare

costs in the United States over the past few
decades. 
Prior to 1973, healthcare was “non-profit” un-

til President Richard M. Nixon, along with Sen. Ted
Kennedy (D-Mass.), promoted legislation to cre-
ate health maintenance organizations (HMOs). 
Urged by his friend Edgar Kaiser, head of

Kaiser-Permanente, Nixon pushed for HMOs.
Nixon’s taped words were replayed in Michael
Moore’s documentary “Sicko.” Nixon said, “All the
incentives are toward less care because the less
they give them, the more money they make . . . and
the incentives run the right way.”
While Moore and others seize upon Nixon as the

cause of a for-profit healthcare system, ignored is
that Kennedy then sponsored the for-profit legis-
lation, making the “Republican versus Democrat”
paradigm a mere distraction. 
Americans need to be outraged no matter

what happens with the debate over the Affordable
Care Act, also known as Obamacare, because both
political parties are beholden to big pharma and
massive insurance interests that have no interest

in cutting costs or seeing Americans in good health. 
While some libertarian economists posit that

Medicare, which was passed in 1965, caused
market interference, bringing HMOs and other fix-
es to follow, it is difficult to argue that what is es-
sentially “Medicare for all” works in most devel-
oped countries at much less expense than in the
U.S. for-profit healthcare system. 
Even single-payer France gives measurably

better care than the U.S. for about half of what we
spend, per capita.  
The profit point has mettle, and HMOs may have

been the watershed, sending healthcare costs spi-
raling out of control, but the fact that medi-

cine—at all levels—is strongly regulated, which it-
self drives up costs, is not highlighted by those on
the left side of the aisle. 
It’s irritating to hear the healthcare debate

framed as “free market versus socialism,” because
neither is accurate. 
A free-market healthcare system means no li-

censure of health professionals, no Food and Drug
Administration approvals, and no restrictions, leav-
ing anyone to practice medicine or sell drugs, and
the consumer would have the burden to choose
his own practitioner. 
In this libertarian free-market rubric, doctors

who are part of the private non-governmental
American Medical Association would compete
with those who don’t. It’s possible that the neigh-
borhood butcher could do surgery better than an
AMA graduate, but few Americans would want a
full-blown, unregulated, free-enterprise system of
medicine, in this writer’s opinion, even though
many chafe against the state and federal regula-
tions. 
The current U.S. system is corporatist which

benefits a tight group of business interests. Gov-
ernment is a tool of the elite in corporatism, rather
than being protectors of the public interest.   
If Americans are ready for a change, looking to

Switzerland provides an example of the best
model. In the Swiss healthcare system, insurance
is mandated and basic care is run by competing
non-profit institutions. Additional insurance can
be purchased from for-profit companies.
Swiss premiums are much lower than in Amer-

ica, and some contracts offer lower premiums and
even rebates for those who do not file claims,
which actually rewards people for living healthy
lives.
In 2016, the Swiss government allowed com-

plementary therapies to be paid for. Homeopathy,
wholistic medicine, herbal medicine, acupuncture,
and Chinese medicine acquired the same status as
conventional medicine when it came to health in-
surance by May 2017.
But unlike in the U.S., the Swiss don’t go bank-

rupt due to medical costs and actually have some
choice and market reward for making good health
choices.  
Americans should drop the distracting corpo-

ratist rhetoric and push for something akin to the
Swiss system. H

Profit-Hungry Health Industry Has Made
Healthcare Unaffordable for Americans

To receive a free issue of Carotec
Health Report—a monthly newslet-
ter loaded with well-researched and
reliable alternative health informa-
tion—please write Carotec, P.O.
Box 9919, Naples, FL 34101 or call
1-800-522-4279. Also included will
be a list of the high-quality health
supplements Carotec recommends.

By James Spounias

I
n a May 6 New York Times propaganda
piece disguised as a “news” story, entitled
“Health Act Repeal Could Threaten U.S.
Job Engine,” writers pleaded to keep Oba-
macare, because of the jobs that will be lost

if the act is repealed. 
The writers seem to have missed the irony

that red tape, sickness, and disease are required
to sustain this sector of the economy, which pro-
vides 17.5% of U.S. GDP and 20% of all U.S. em-
ployment. 
In an Orwellian comparison, the Times

writes: “While manufacturing employment has
fallen nearly 40% in northeastern Ohio since 2000,
the number of healthcare jobs in the region has
jumped more than 30% over the same period. In
Akron, the onetime rubber capital of the world,
only one of the city’s 10 largest employers still
makes tires. Three are hospitals.” 
How is losing a manufacturing base to serv-

icing sick people a “good thing”?

This writer is not trying to be sarcastic or dis-
parage meaningful attempts to find employment
or help sick people, but the sniveling appeal to
sustain a healthcare economy in our current for-
profit system, which is breaking the bank, has
a dark side that begs the question of how nec-
essary it will be to have enough diseased peo-
ple to sustain economic growth. 
Let’s assume that 20% of Americans adopted

healthy lifestyles by cutting the junk diet and
minimizing exposure to environmental threats,
thus preventing disease. Doing so would not only
cut the profits of the healthcare sector but elim-
inate many jobs as well. 
Does this explain the establishment’s relent-

less attack on alternative therapies and nutri-
tional supplements? Does this explain why the
mainstream media would rather spin the news
cycle with endless racial and sexual-identity pol-
itics rather than spend days exposing environ-
mental pollutants and solutions for better
health? 
These questions answer themselves.           H

Did The New York TimesReally Say That?

eDGAr KAISer
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REMOTE CONTROL
MIND CONTROL

Cutting-edge books and DVDs on the
weaponization of neuroscience, “Man-
churian Candidates,” the Orwellian sur-
veillance state, and related issues. Un-
derground classics & best-sellers. For
catalog, send $5 (refundable with first
order) to: Mindscape Bookshop, POB
99, Lyons IL 60534.

A Simple Introduction
to Christian Identity

By Pastor Thomas Robb. DVD or
CD FREE with any size contribution.

POB 602, Harrison AR 72602.

You Don’t Know Anything Until
You Know the Ways of God!

Learn who you are, where you are from, why you are here and where you are going. Learn
who the enemies of our God and our race are. The key to understanding your Bible and
all history, past, present, and future, is the Israel Identity truth that is sweeping the entire
patriotic movement. For a FREE doctrinal Statement of Beliefs defining this amazing truth,
plus Christian Identity book & tape lists: Kingdom Identity Ministries, POB 1021, Harrison
AR 72602. WWW.KINGIDeNTITy.com

JOIN GIDEON’S ELITE—PREPARE
FOR KINGDOM SERVICE!

Hear Pastor Peter J. Peters daily on WTWW shortwave radio.
For a FREE newsletter with complete broadcast schedule:

Scriptures For America, POB 766, LaPorte CO 80535.
24 hrs daily  •  internet streaming: ScrIPTureSForAmerIcA.orG

FREE 12-PAGE
MONTHLY NEWSLETTER

Special reports and more online
faithandfreedomsentinel.wordpress.com

WWW.THEREALPUBLICRADIO.NET  •  WWW.FREEAMERICARADIO.COM

Black Salve & Tablets
Same herbs in tablets as the Salve. Salve is
good for growths on the skin, tablets food
for internal growths and most virus prob-
lems. Write for order sheet and information
to: Herbal Plus Products, POB 345, Dayton
NV 89403. Include SASE. Call us toll free at
1-800-996-3203 for more information. 

HEALTH & ALTERNATIVE HEALING

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
WANTED

BOOKS, PUBLICATIONS, RADIO ETC RELIGION

THE FIRST FREEDOM NEWSPAPER
THe FIrST FreeDom newspaper is one of America’s last uncen-
sored media voices. Guaranteed to live up to its name. $25 for
1 year or ONE silver dollar. POB 385, Silverhill AL 36576. Published
by Olaf Childress.

Receive TNT each month!

THE NATIONALIST TIMES
Subscribe to America’s best political newspaper.

In each issue,The Nationalist Times tackles pol-
itics, economics, race, immigration, zionism,

cultural communism, and the fedgov’s surveillance
state, and we do so from a perspective that infuri-
ates globalists and delights patriots.

Published monthly since 1985, The Nationalist
Times is politically independent and promotes a com-
mon sense, intelligent and passionate alternative to the
reigning “party line.”

SPecIAl INTroDucTory oFFer
Readers of American Free Press may subscribe to

The Nationalist Times for the special introductory offer
of just $29 for one year, or $55 for two years.  That’s
more than half off the regular subscription price! 

Send your subscription to: THE NATIONALIST
TIMES, P.O. Box 218, Wildwood, PA 15091

FREE SAMPLE ISSUE
HEALTH NEWSLETTER

Free issue of cutting-edge alterna-
tive health report with latest news
and product reviews. Write Carotec,
P.O. Box 9919, Naples, FL 34101 or
call 1-800-522-4279.

SIGN UP FOR AFP’S FREE E-NEWSLETTER: SEE WWW.AMERICANFREEPRESS.NET

Wanted to buy or borrow for academic research: W. Mc-
Ilhany's Journal of Individualist Studies, Vol. I, Nos. 3 and 4. Will
pay fair price. Please contact Charles E. Shields III, 6 Clouser Rd.,
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055 or phone 717-766-0209.

ADVerTISe IN AFP!
Great rates. We create your ad.

call 202-544-5977.

The Jeffersonian
Church of America

At last a church for white folks that is based on
sound Christian theology and real history! For in-
formation please send donation of $5 or more to:
Jeffersonian Church of America, 218 Hickory Nut
Lane, Harpers Ferry, WV 25425.

become A DISTrIbuTor For
AmerIcAN Free PreSS!

Now, more than ever, Americans need to know what is
really going on and they sure can’t get it from the likes
of The New York Times, Abc, Nbc, cbS, Fox et al. call
202-544-5977 mon-Thu. 9-4 and talk to our circulation
manager about how you can hand out extra copies

of AFP and maybe make some money, too!
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By Patrick Buchanan

W
ednesday morning, Nov. 9, 2016, Re-
publicans awoke to learn they had
won the lottery. Donald Trump had
won the presidency by carrying
Wisconsin, Michigan, and Pennsyl-

vania. All three states had gone Democratic in the
last six presidential elections. 
The GOP had won both houses of Congress. Par-

ty control of governorships and state legislatures
rivaled the halcyon years of the 1920s. 
But not everyone was jubilant. Neocons and Nev-

er-Trumpers were appalled, and as morose as
they had been since the primaries produced a pop-
ulist slaughter of what GOP elites had boasted was
the finest class of presidential candidates in mem-
ory. And there was this sobering fact: Hillary Clin-
ton had won the popular vote. Her margin would
rise to near 3 million, making this the sixth in sev-
en presidential elections that the GOP lost the pop-
ular vote. Trump had cracked the Democrats’s “blue
wall,” but a shift of 70,000 votes would have meant
a third straight GOP defeat.
Seven months into the Trump presidency, the

promise of a new Republican era has receded. It is
not because Nancy Pelosi and Chuck Schumer have
proven to be such formidable adversaries, but be-
cause the GOP coalition has gone to battle sta-
tions—against itself.
Trump has taken to disparaging Senate Leader

Mitch McConnell for failing to pass healthcare re-
form, though the decisive vote to kill the bill came
from John McCain, who, for his own motives and
to media cheers, torpedoed McConnell’s effort and
humiliated his party. 
And as Allan Ryskind writes in The Washington

Times, McConnell is responsible for Neil Gorsuch
being on the Supreme Court. Had Mitch not kept
his troops in line to block a Senate vote on Presi-
dent Obama’s election-year nominee, Judge Merrick
Garland, there would have been no vacancy for
Trump to fill with Gorsuch. 
McConnell is also indispensable to the Trump-

GOP effort to repopulate federal appellate courts
with disciples of Antonin Scalia. What purpose is
served by the coach trashing his quarterback—in
midseason?
Undeniably, Congress, which the voters em-

powered to repeal Obamacare, reduce tax rates and
rebuild America’s infrastructure, has thus far
failed. And if Congress fails to produce on tax re-
form, the GOP will have some serious explaining
to do in 2018. 
As for Trump, while public approval of his per-

formance is at record lows for a president in his first
year, he has fulfilled some major commitments and
has had some major achievements.

He put Neil Gorsuch on the court. He pulled out
of the Trans-Pacific Partnership and the Paris Cli-
mate Accord. He persuaded NATO allies to put up
more for defense. He approved the Keystone XL and
Dakota Access pipelines. 
Border security is markedly better. The economic

news has been excellent: record run-ups in the stock
market, near full employment, growth approaching
the 3% he promised. The coal industry has been lib-
erated, and Trump is renegotiating NAFTA.
Yet the divisions over policy and the persona of

the president are widening. Trump is disliked and
disrespected by many in his own party on Capitol
Hill, and much of the Republican media proudly de-
spise him.  And that form of bribery so familiar to
D.C.—trashing one’s president at the coaxing of the
press, in return for plaudits to one’s “courage” and
“independence”—is openly practiced. 
More critically, there are disputes over policy that

again seem irreconcilable. 
• Free-trade Republicans remain irredeemably

hostile to economic nationalism, though countries
like China continue to eat our lunch. In July, the U.S.
trade deficit in goods was $65 billion, an annual rate
of more than $780 billion.
• Interventionists continue to push for con-

frontation with Russia in the Baltic states and
Ukraine, for more U.S. troops in Syria, Iraq, and
Afghanistan, for scrapping the Iran nuclear deal. 
• On social issues, the GOP seems split, with

many willing to soft-peddle opposition to same-sex
marriage and abortion and wait on a Supreme Court
that ignited the culture wars to reverse course with
new Trump appointees.
• Even Cabinet members and Trump aides have

let the media know they sharply dissent from
Trump’s stand in the Charlottesville brawl. And the
coming clash over statues of Confederate sol-
diers and statesmen is likely to split Northern and
Southern Republicans.
• The white working class that provided Trump

his margins in the Midwest wonders why affirma-
tive action—reverse discrimination at their ex-
pense—has not been abolished. 
• As for Speaker Paul Ryan and others com-

mitted to entitlement reform—paring back Social
Security and Medicare benefits, while raising the
contributions of the well-to-do to ensure the long-
term solvency of the programs—they have not been
heard from lately.
What seems apparent is that the historic op-

portunity the party had in January, to forge a coali-
tion of conservatives and populists who might find
common ground on immigration, trade, border se-
curity, spending, culture, and foreign policy, is slip-
ping away. And the battle for the soul and future of
the GOP, thought to have been suspended until 2020,
is on once again. H
——

Pat Buchanan is a writer, political commentator and presiden-
tial candidate. He is the author of a new book, Nixon’s White House
Wars: The Battles That Made and Broke a President and Divided
America Forever and previous titles including The Greatest Comeback:
How Richard Nixon Rose From Defeat to Create the New Majority.
Both are available from the AFP Bookstore. 
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GOP’s Shotgun Wedding Dissolving?
• Spineless Republicans willing to trash president in return for media plaudits

“The GOP has lost a chance
to strengthen itself by uniting
behind Trump’s populist,
nationalist message.
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By Rep. Ron Paul

T
he Senate Intelligence Committee re-
cently passed its Intelligence Authoriza-
tion Act for 2018 that contains a chilling
attack on the First Amendment. Section
623 of the act expresses the “sense of

Congress” that WikiLeaks resembles a “non-state hos-
tile intelligence service often abetted by state actors
and should be treated as such.” This language is de-
signed to delegitimize WikiLeaks, encourage the fed-
eral government to spy on individuals working
with WikiLeaks, and block access to WikiLeaks’s web-
site. This provision could even justify sending U.S.
forces abroad to arrest WikiLeaks founder Julian As-
sange or other WikiLeaks personnel.
WikiLeaks critics claim that the organization’s

leaks harm U.S. national security. However, these
critics are unable to provide a single specific ex-
ample of WikiLeaks actions harming the American
people. WikiLeaks does harm the reputations of gov-
ernment agencies and politicians, however. For ex-
ample, earlier this year WikiLeaks released infor-

mation on the CIA’s hacking program. The leaks did
not reveal any details on operations against foreign
targets, but they did let the American people
know how easy it is for the government to hack into
their electronic devices.
For the last year, most of the news surrounding

WikiLeaks has centered on its leak of emails show-
ing how prominent Democrats worked to undermine
Sen. Bernie Sanders’s presidential campaign. In or-
der to deflect attention from these revelations, De-
mocrats, aided by their allies in the media and even
some Republicans, promulgated a conspiracy the-
ory blaming the leaks on Russian hackers working
to defeat Hillary Clinton. Even though there is no
evidence the Russians were behind the leaks,
many in both parties are still peddling the “Putin did
it” narrative. This aids an effort by the Deep State
and its allies in Congress and the media to delegit-
imize last year’s election, advance a new Cold War
with Russia, and criminalize WikiLeaks.
If the government is successful in shutting

down WikiLeaks by labeling it a “hostile intelligence
service,” it will use this tactic to silence other or-
ganizations and websites as well. The goal will be
to create a climate of fear to ensure no one dares

publish the revelations of a future Edward Snow-
den or Chelsea Manning.
Some have suggested that criticizing police

brutality, the surveillance state, the Federal Reserve,
or even federal spending aids “hostile foreign
powers” by weakening the people’s “trust in gov-
ernment.” This line of reasoning could be used to
silence, in the name of “national security,” websites
critical of the welfare-warfare state.
By labeling WikiLeaks a “hostile intelligence serv-

ice” and thus legitimizing government action
against the organization, the Senate Intelligence Au-
thorization Act threatens the ability of whistle-
blowers to inform the public about government mis-
deeds. It also sets a precedent that could be used
to limit other types of free speech.
Trump should make it clear he will veto any bill

giving government new powers to silence organi-
zations like WikiLeaks. If Trump supports the war
on WikiLeaks, after candidate Trump proclaimed his
love for WikiLeaks, it will be further proof that he
has outsourced his presidency to the Deep State. H
——

Ron Paul, a former U.S. representative from Texas and medical doctor, con-
tinues to write his weekly column for the Ron Paul Institute for Peace and Pros-
perity, online at http://www.ronpaulinstitute.org.

Congress, Trump Declaring War on WikiLeaks

In regard to AFP’s front-page article
titled “Cop Sues Radicals” [in the 33 &
34 issue], I am sure there is a legal
precedent for actions like this. All
one need do is look what the Southern
Poverty Law Center (SPLC) did to the
White Aryan Resistance and the Aryan
Nations for actions perpetrated by
members of those groups. I am also
sure that the SPLC went after a lot
more than $75,000.
Let’s stay tuned to this to see if the

living officer wins a judgment against
Black Lives Matter and if the surviving
family members of the slain officers fol-
low suit and destroy this terrorist or-
ganization as the SPLC has destroyed
groups it targeted. 

KELLY STANFIELD
Massachusetts

Soros Is Trump’s Enemy
Trump is correct when he says that

the average American gets nothing for
the trillions of taxpayer dollars spent
in the Middle East. We may get noth-
ing, but Big Oil, led by ExxonMobil, has
now been positioned to exploit huge
Iraqi oil reserves, considered to be the
second largest in the world behind only
Saudi Arabia.

As per the authoritative Oil and Gas
Journal (Oct. 13, 2011, p. 104), Big Oil
will control some 82.8% of future Iraqi
crude oil production—ExxonMobil
(22.7%), BP (20.6%), Lukoil (20%), and
Shell (19.5%). This is just another
transfer of wealth from the Americans,
who shed blood and paid treasure to
open Iraq for exploitation by the West,
to the international, super-rich pluto-
crats, who run the world.

ROBERT KENDRA
Florida

Why No News on Bundys?
I have been waiting for each issue

of AFP to learn some news about the
Bundys and their supporters. I am sad-
dened to say that I have had to rely on
other publications to get the latest on
them and their legal battle.

ROBERT CLARIDGE
Arizona

(We have been covering the
Bundy family’s complicated legal
situation regularly. In this week’s
issue, we are happy to finally be
able to report some good news.
Check out our page-one article for
more on that.—Ed.)

Kudos for Vaccine Story
Your story about vaccines in the Jan.

17 & 23 issue in AFP is great. It is about
time the truth was told. Vaccines are the
main reason early 2016 headlines
claimed we are the sickest nation in the
world. Vaccines caused AIDS, which
was spread all over Africa by more vac-
cines. Doctors did not cure polio. It de-
clined when they stopped giving polio
shots.  Also, because of vaccines, in-
stead of having flu outbreaks only
once in 15 years, we now have an epi-
demic after everyone is scared into be-
ing vaccinated. The insane practice of

putting disease into our bodies to pre-
vent disease is causing a lifetime of dis-
ease for our children by forcing them
to be vaccinated.  Keeping the nerves
free so the brain can keep the immune
system strong is a better way.

DR. LEO LINDENBAUIER
Washington

Smiling Slug Terry McAuliffe
AMERICAN FREE PRESS is excellent in

my rebel opinion and is always to the
point with the truth. That article on the
smiling slug, Terry McAuliffe [on AFP’s
front page in your 31 & 32 issue], was

Follow SPLC Lead in Regard
to Taking Down Radicals
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the best. The connections that you
printed were excellent.
I mention the monuments in my

county and inform you that Chat-
tanooga, Tenn. has the most beautiful
and they are Yankee. 
My rebel blood does not boil over

the Communist removal of Confeder-
ate monuments around the U.S. I refer
to Karl Marx, who said destroy the past
and recreate it as the devil introduced
to heaven and the Democrats bring us
today.

HAROLD DOTSON
Alabama

“Alt-Right” Infiltrated
Why should we support the so-

called alt-right after that mess in Char-
lottesville, Va.? After reading AFP for
years, there is one thing I have learned,
and that is that the government has in-
filtrators in almost all groups. No
doubt there were agents on both sides
among the alt-right and the radical left-
ist Antifa, beating each other bloody.
The violent brawl was aired over and
over again on the evening news, so
much so that regular Americans now
turn up their nose at both sides.
The truth is, we should be trying to

unite America by bringing in good
black and Hispanic Americans to our
message of freedom. 
One last thing: The trouble the alt-

right caused for conservatives should
not be forgotten any time soon. They
handed the government a reason to
crack down on all of us, and, when it
happens, it’s going to be very bad for
all of us.

THOMAS LARSEN
Iowa

Media Assault on Trump
How can the mainstream media

continue to smear President Donald

Trump, saying he supports neo-Nazis?
Trump’s daughter is married to a Jew-
ish man, and his son has a Jewish wife. 
No one went after President Barack

Obama for failing to condemn Black
Lives Matter and other terrorist or-
ganizations. 
Why was Obama treated different-

ly than Trump? I think we all know the
answer to that.

REGINALD SUFFOLK
Oregon

No National Outcry
One of the questions presented in

John Friend’s article “No National
Outcry for White Victim” (AFP, issue 31
& 32) was, “Does anyone care when a
white is killed?”
Here in America, sadly, the answer

is, no, at least not enough to organize
in a constructive manner and stand up
for our community in a way that pro-
duces positive results.
Most, if not all, of the organizations

that currently do exist for white Amer-
icans seem to be either fighting for
group interests of other groups, some
of which even work actively against the
group interests of our community, or
are busy wasting time and energy
lashing out at others, while failing to
come up with and produce solutions
to the challenges which our own com-
munity faces.
So where is our National Associa-

tion for the Advancement of White
Americans, our White American Legal
Defense and Education Fund, or our
National Council for White Ameri-
cans?
My response to the question, “Does

anyone care when a white person is
killed?” is a call on all white Americans
to make white lives matter and or-
ganize.

SCOTT FORREST COLLINS
California 

Jeff Sessions Disappointing
After reading about Sheriff Joe

Arpaio’s escapade with Judge Susan
Bolton and phony Attorney General
Jeff Sessions, I have to say that I am
shocked by Sessions’s failure to shut
down the case brought by federal at-
torneys in Arizona. What a coward he
turned out to be. Judge Bolton and Ses-
sions should be disbarred for what they
did to Arpaio.  

RALPH LOSING
Montana

The Real Battle
I am glad to see AMERICAN FREE

PRESS takes a neutral tone in its re-
porting of race relations. The truth is
that those Black Lives Matter people
(the ones who aren’t infiltrators and
paid to show up at rallies) are not the
enemy. They only believe what they are
told by their “leaders,” namely ones like
Al Sharpton (who sits in a million-dol-

lar mansion, I am sure), and Morris
Dees, whose only goal is to grow rich-
er off invented racial dissension.
And these Ku Klux Klanners in

Charlottesville are about as phoney as
a $3 bill, no doubt just more infiltrators.
I mean, who shows up in those getups
anymore? Those days are gone.
There are good people—Ameri-

cans—on both sides who are just too
brainwashed to see that whites are not
the enemies of blacks and vice versa.
No, the real battle is not between the

races but between those of us fighting
to survive on a day-to-day basis and
those who control the corrupt money
system, the banks and the media.
We must all band together to defeat

the “one-percenters” who grow richer
every day as bogus “causes” are used
to divide us. This monuments pull-
down is one of those issues. They are
publicizing it to agitate both sides. 

FRED MILLER
Tennessee
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60% of your IrA down the drain?
your IrA could cost your heirs?

Did you know your retirement plan can be subject to
multiple taxes that can reduce by as much as 60% of
what you plan to leave your family?

There is a charitable alternative that can benefit both
your family and AMERICAN FREE PRESS. Make AFP’s
partner in freedom, the non-profit FOUNDATION TO
DEFEND THE FIRST AMENDMENT, the beneficiary of all
or part of your retirement plan. Any remaining balance
will come to FDFA & AFP tax-free. Then leave other
assets like cash, stock or real estate that is not subject
to so many taxes to your heirs.
We will receive a gift, and they will receive more

from your estate. It’s a good choice to make.

For a free estate planning newsletter contact:
christopher J. Petherick

202-544-5977  • 1-888-699-6397
email: chris@americanfreepress.net

Write:
AFP Wills & Trusts Department

16000 Trade Zone Avenue, unit 406
upper marlboro, mD 20774

Please leave your name, phone number and a time of day to call.
We’d like to make sure the estate planning newsletter arrived.

THe FINe PrINT:
This publication is intended to provide general gift planning information. Our or-
ganization is not qualified to provide specific legal, tax or investment advice, and
this publication should not be looked to or relied upon as a source for such advice.
Consult with your own legal and financial advisors before making any gift.
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If it’s between
Uncle Sam and
my favorite charity,
guess who my IRA
is going to . . .




